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When ordering Stereo, say...

@RCA\l(I( ) R @

Chances Are
A Very Special Love
My Very Good Friend

in the Looking Glass 
I Just Don’t Know 
No Such Luck
It’s Not for Me to Say

Who Needs You 
You Know How It is 
Everybody Loves a Lover 
Come to Me 
Teacher, Teacher 
Lilac Chiffon

SWINGI
■i„ . SHORTY

The "big band” roars into the 1960’s in this col
lection by Shorty Rogers. Shorty chooses songs by 
Robert Allen-some of the tastiest tunes of today- 
to make these swinging statements about tomor
row! Available in Living Stereo and on regular L P.



There ait so main memories that 
come crowding back when the name 
(Gershwin is mentioned. Some of my 
personal ones are:

Hearing Ferdie Grofe play the 
Rhapsody with Paul Whiteman at 
the Br<M)khn Academx ol Music . . . 
Walter Gross plaxing George’s show 
tunes lor hours at the old 52nd St. 
. . . Levant’s touching words to 
Mother Gershwin at a Carnegie Hall 
Tribute: "This is lor you, Mama” 
. . . Ethel Merman shouting / Got 
Rhythm until the planes over Lewi- 
sohn Stadium changed course be
cause ot sonic blast. Minnie Guggen
heim couldn't sit still . . . my finding 
the three piano preludes when I was 
16 . . . hearing Tod Duncan and 
Ann Brown sing Hess, Is My Young 
Woman. 1 was sure that Tristan and 
Isolde had met their match . . . that 
elfin ami sinister grace ol John Bub
bles as Sportin’ Life (I’m sorry the 
emphasis of the role had to be 
changed from a dancer to a singer)

By Charles Suber

. . . the exquisite interpretation of 
Jascha Heifetz (yes, Jascha Heifetz) 
in his Porgy Album lor Decca circa 
1911; he jumped octaves in My 
Man’s Gone Now with such delicacy.

In. more recent years, 1 remem
ber the archness ol too many critics 
trying to pooh-pooh the Gershwins 
as brilliant but unlearned and be
longing to the surface talent era of 
the 20’s . . . and the critics (some
times the same one) trying to make 
more of George than he actually 
was (he didn’t after all start Xmeri- 
can music or American opera) . . . 
the fine acting of Leontyne Price; 
her picnic scene with Crown was as 
exciting an anything I have seen on 
the stage . . . Cab Calloway surpris
ing everyone except himself as Sport
in’ Life ... the Truman Capote New 
Yorker reporting of the American 
Company in Moscow.

Now there is so much more to add 
. . . Ella and Louis singing the defini
tive understanding title rolls . . . the 

haunting Gil Evans arrangemen loi 
Miles Davis . . . and the dee] re
spect I have for Ira Gershwin.

1 was fortunate enough to be ' ith 
John Tynan when he intervie veti
Gershwin (see feature section) 
this 1 will never forget. 1 got 
distinct impression that Georgi 
still alive and merely busy in 
other room. It is so obvious that 

the
'vas 
the

at 62, is still so attuned to his nine, 
it is no wonder that he is the only 
great lyricist other than Oscar ll.im- 
merstein who continues to produce 
high calibre work. (Cole Portei and 
Irving Berlin have certainly slipped 
from their peak.)

What a pleasure to hear Ira ex
citedly tell of his new book on his 
lyrics that is due out in the lull. 
Here is the man who is vitallx in
terested in the importance of lyrics. 
He studies and understands the se
mantic importance of words. He can 
make you understand Porgy yearn
ing for Bess and yet still express her 
loss because of her own weakness. It 
is also so much to his credit that 
Catfish Row continues to stand out 
as art and not as a negative social 
symbol. This always happens when 
talent mixes with truth.
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG
Louis Armstrong combo

CHARLIE SPIVAK
Charlie Spivak Orchestra

RAY ANTHONY 
Ray Anthony Band

and other top pros, including—SHORTY BAKER, Duke Ellington 
Orchestra; HARRY EDISON, Harry Edison combo; LES ELGART, 
Les & Larry Elgart band; JOHN HOWELL, WGN Orchestra; 
RICHARD MALTBY, Richard Maltby Orchestra; MICKEY MAN
GANO, Nelson Riddle Orchestra; PHIL NAPOLEON, Phil Napo
leon combo; GEORGE ROCK, Spike Jones Orchestra; SHORTY 
SHEROCK, Nelson Riddle Orchestra; CLARK TERRY, Duke 
Ellington Orchestra.
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ston of this year’s Newport Festival, and the results of Down Beal’s 
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•

•Jazz Workshop
•tig Band and 

Combo Ensembles
•Arranging and 

Composition
• Degree Course
•Diploma Course
• Correspondence 

Course
•

REGISTER NOW!

First 
Semster Classes 

begin
May • September • January 

• New Berklee records, scores and 
publications now available.

— Write for information — 
BERKLEE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

2rd Newbury St. Boston 15. Masi
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The Card Case
Thank you for your extremely accurate 

and sympathetic article regarding the police 
card case in the New York Supreme court.

Down Heat was one of the first publica
tions, if not the very first, to attack the 
police card system publicly. In fact, I first 
knew of this system through Down Beat. I 
am preparing a new action and expect to 
challenge the police card system again with
in the next few weeks.

Ihe constitutional issue cannot be 
avoided for long. If necessary, I will con
tinuously institute another proceeding and 
another one after that until some judge 
recognizes the legal reality that the police 
department never did have, nor have they 
now any statutory authority to require pros
pective employes or actual employes to 
obtain cards as a requisite to lawful em
ployment.

Significantly in the case, and in the pro 
reedings, the police department failed to 
assert the existence of any statutory author
ity, with regard to identification cards.
New York, N.Y. Maxwell T. Cohen

Jazz Lift Replies
Several months ago, we wrote to you from 

Poland to please send your magazines. We 
already received them, for which thank you 
very much.

We are very glad. The magazines are for 
us precious materials deepening our knowl
edge about jazz.

Sending you best regards from Poland.
Poland Wiodzimierz Grzegorzewski

Thank you so much for the three Down 
Beat jazz magazines, those 1 have just re
ceived. It is verv nice gift for me that helps 
me to become a greater jazz enthusiast.

It was very kind and I’m really very 
grateful to you.
Katowice, Poland Witold Kozlowski

I do not know how I can thank you 
enough. Received specimens of your pub
lication are perfect. I am very grateful to 
sou and thanks so much.

Traditional and modern jazz is my hobby. 
I am adorer Armstrong, Fitzgerald, Good 
man, Ellington, Basie, Miller, Anthony, 
Mulligan, Davis, Garner, Brubeck, etc.

Now 1 am also learning English. Better 
late than never. Spelling is not best but 
reading is satisfactory.

You publication Down Beat is material 
auxiliary to learning English.
Gliwice, Poland Tom Wizor
Don't Fret, Frank

Regarding the item No Grammy for 
Frank in the June 11 issue . . . Don’t be 
disappointed Frank; it wasn’t as bitter a 
defeat as you might think. After all, look 
at the other winners. . . .

Record of the Year . . . T'olare
Song of the Year . . . T'olare
Best Vocal Group . . . Prima and Smith
Sure, Ella and Basie “came in” but is 

Basie a dance band? And who will remem
ber Falling Stars a year from now (or even 
now for that matter); even Como will ad
mit, I think, that he’s done better.

No. Frank, vou’re still Chairman of the

Board so just keep making items lik< the 
Only the Lonely anil Come Uy album- and 
ilon t sink to the T'olare level . . Pl I \SE. 
Hartford, Conn. Harry L. Lichtenbaum 
We-e-ll, George?

Just finished reading your latest issue. 1 
was very glad to see George Crater’s column 
is back.

Everyone wants Mort Sahl for president 
Why not George Crater for vice president?

Congratulations on a fine magazine.
U5.A.F. A/2c Joseph A. Mattera

The last thing I would want to do is to 
refer to anyone, especially a lover of jazz, 
as a prevaricator, but I am forced to ob 
serve that iou obviously do not drive one, 
else you would certainly know that it's 
“EN” not "ON”.
Waterford, Mich. Leonard Griffin
You Couldn't Hear Perk

I’m happy to hear that Bill Perkins has 
hnallv left the Kenton band I don't have 
anything against Stan s band, as such, but 
his arrangements ate so loud and brassy 
that von t an hardlv hear the soloists, espe
cially the reed men. Maybe Perkins can get 
into a small group like Getz, Rollins. Col 
trane. and Sims, where he can be heard in 
the true natural beauty of his style. It’s 
lamentable that Perk, nne of the top tenor 
talents of out day, doesn't cut more discs. 
Now that he's staying on the west coast, 
this can and should he remedied
Detroit. Mich. I Gonzalez
Call When You Arrive

Since arriving here, have come to further 
appreciate DB’s value—it’s like a Miles 
among Welkmen, and serves as fine referen
tial material for mv weekly Jazz Workshop 
over the European net. If possible. I’d ap 
precíate an itinerary and personnel list of 
prospected jazz tours on the continent 
Coverage would be mutually beneficial 
and I hope anv and all artists who’ll pass 
thru central Germany will contact me pei 
sonally. Their visits will be welcome indeed. 
American Forces Network

Charles M. Hickman
Cheers for Buddy

To hear some or the cats talk about the 
big name bands you’d think that breaking 
into the band business is like breaking the 
sound barrier. There are so many swinging 
new bands around just aching for a break 
I give as an example the Buddy Rich band. 
I dug this hand at the Appollo and it’s just 
about the most wailing band in the countrv 
today. Rich is still a terrific big band drum
mer and proved this when he pounded out 
a dear cut victory over guest drummer 
’ Philly” Jo Jones.

This band has a tremendous brass sec 
tion, with Jimmv Nottingham taking most 
of the solos and the reed section consisted 
of cats like Allan Eager (it was good to see 
him back on the scene), Charley Rouse 
Earl Warren and Phil Woods.

1 woidd like to laud Appollo for its efforts 
to bring back good jazz concerts at rock 
bottom prices, which is a rarity in itself and 
even more so in New York.
Brooklvn, N.Y Lascelles B. Latty
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KRUPA Artist of the Month

lard Griffin

MGV-8310I. Gonzalez

MGV-8292

MGV-8276 KRUPA ROCKS

MGV-8190

MGV-8107

MGV-8087

MGV-8071I. Hickman
MG V-8069 KRUPA AND RICH
MGV-8066

MGV-8031 THE GENE KRUPA TRIO AT J ATP
MGV-2008

les B Tatty
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The Best of Gene Krupa 

on These Verve Albums

GENE KRUPA —
LIONEL HAMPTON - TEDDY WILSON

DRUMMER MAN

Gene Krupa in Highest-Fi

Gene Krupa, the beginning and end' of jazz drummers.
His musicianship encompasses several eras beginning with 
swing and delivers a controlled exhuberance to today's 
jazz. Whatever he does, the presence of strung emotion can 
always be felt in Krupa. He's been playing a long time and 
as you know if you've seen as well as heard him. he never 
coasts. He digs communicating because he has a lot of 
himself to give With recognition by fellow musicians and the 
public alike as one of the all-time greats’ on his instrument, 
Gene continues to pursue his mam objective—to “entertain.’

ms lik< ihe album and ■ 1’1.1 \SE. ichtenbaum

Perkins has don’t have is «uch but and brassy iloists, especins can get Lollins. Colbe heard in s stvle It’s e top tenor more discs west coast
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SING. SING. SING
Gene Krupa and His Orchestra

THE DRIVING GENE KRUPA

BRUM BOOGIE
The Gene Krupa Tno and Sextet

THE EXCITING GENE KRUPA

BIG NOISE FROM WINNETKA
Gene Krupa at the London House

GENE KRUPA PLAYS 
GERRY MULLIGAN ARRANGEMENTS

drummer
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Bruce . . . Bill Rowe is working on a

fit given on the same Sunday after-

contracts with trumpeter Ruby Braff and jazz accord 
ionist Angelo DiPippo. who formerly was on the Apol
lo label . . . Monitor Records of New York signed

fizzled because of the conflict with 
the Bechet French Cancer fund bene-

Brother John Sellers to inaugurate an American folk 
music series, which will include blues, ballads, spirit
uals, Baptist shouts, and Gospel hymns.

Clarence Hutchenrider, onetime featured clarinetist

publication by Oxford University Press this fall. Geh
man, who is Eddie Condon’s ghost writer, told Reisner 
that be doesn’t think Parker was important enough.

The reason the Jazz on the Hudson project folded 
after the initial trip (which lost money) was th.it one 
of the silent partners (a financial backer) lost his son 
in an auto accident the next week, not because one of
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JAZZNOTES: Jazz impresarios are looking fon ml 
to a busy 1959-69 concert season. The cry is “get a h 11,” 
and weekend dates are being signed up at Carnegie 
and Town halls. The veteran jazz promoter, Bob M.dtz, 
is doing a concert a month at Town hall beginning 
Sept. 29. He plans to stage a pail on the last Satin day 
of each month until April. Plans include a series of 
special nights, like a Charlie Parker night, featuung 
many of the jazz names closely associated with the 
musicians being honored. Maltz also is working on a 
concert idea built around narrations _____ _ __
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The better the 
strings, the better the 

music. Listen to 
the deep tonal quality of 

music played with Gibson Strings, 
and you'll know instantly that 

they are the finest
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Lively Louis
Men who live in the limelight, 

whither they are actors, musicians or 
famous novelists, become accustomed 
to healing reports of theii death

K irely was the powei of rumor 
more strongly evidenced than in the 
case of Louis Armstrong, who was 
reported in scare headlines all across 
America to be at death’s door. And 
as conflicting reports flowed out of 
Spoleto, Italy, where Louis lay in a 
hospital bed, newspapers and wire 
services in New York started phoning 
Down Beat's office for biographical 
data for Armstrong’s obituary.

It was unnecessary. For, while it 
was evident that Louis’ strenuous 
schedule of activities would be sharp
ly curtailed lor a while, last-minute 
reports indicated that this living 
legend among jazz man would go on 
living.

How did the reports that Arm
strong was dying get started? This 
was the schedule of events that led 
up to them:

Back in the United States for only 
three weeks alter a strenuous four- 
month-long tout of Europe, Arm
strong flew to Rome Monday, June 
22, then took a hot dusty tiip by 
bus to the tiny village of Spoleto, in 
mountainous central Italy. He was 
to make an appearance with his All 
Stars the next night at the Festival 
ol the Two Worlds, one ol the young
est but also one of the most vigor
ous of European music festivals. 
Composer Gian-Carlo Menotti (The 
.Medium) is its director.

Mter dinner that evening, Louis 
repoited feeling very tired and went 
to bed early.

U 5 a.m. he awoke, hav mg trouble 
catching his breath. He woke his 
wile, Lucille, who roused Dr. Alex
ander Schill, Armstrongs personal 
physician, and Menotti. Menotti had 
an oxygen tank rushed to Louis’s 
room, and a crisis was averted. A 
few hours later Louis was moved to 
Spoleto Civil Hospital, where it was 
found that he was suffering from 
pneumonia.

U 7 15 a.m. New York time, the 
same day, there was a tadio news 
flash that Armstrong had had a heart 
attack. An hour later, the report had 
been changed to pneumonia. Latet

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

reports that day said his condition 
was not serious, though there was 
considerable confusion over whether 
the trouble was heart, pnumonia, or 
both.

Meantime, in Spoleto, Ed Sullivan 
was at Armstrong’s bedside. Sullivan 
had planned to film Armstrong s ap
pearance at Spoleto for his TV show. 
Aimstrong told Sullivan: “You’ve got 
to get me out of here, Pops. I’ve never 
missed a stage date in mv life.”

But Sullivan and Dr. Schiff wrere 
adamant: Louis had to stay in bed. 
And Menotti told Satch that Metro
politan Opera soprano Eileen Farrell 
would sing in place ol Louis in front 
of the Armstrong jazz combo. Louis 
protested: * An opera singer can’t 
do it " Band members, also gathered 
to see Armstrong, backed Sullivan 
and Di Schill. Said Trummy Young:

Yes she can We ran through it just 
in hom ago. and she’s terrific. That

Louis Armstrong, as he took a 
turn for the better during his ill
ness: I think Pops is in the clear.” 

Page 9

Ira Gershwin: "What’s that 
man’s name? Miles Davis? I cer
tainly have great respect for that 

chick's just wasting her talent with 
the long-hairs.” Louis weakly gave in. 
Miss Farrell went on with the All 
Stars, and brought the house down.

On the morning of Wednesday, 
June 21, Armstrong was reported 
much improved. Two Italian special
ists had arrived from Rome.

On Thursday, Armstrong had a 
relapse—followed later in the day by 
another. The second relapse triggered 
the reports that Armstrong was 
dying. The New York Post said in a 
front-page headline: “Armstrong in 
Coma." Still his condition was seri 
ous. Said Armstrong himself later 
that day: "My breathin’ sounded like 
a symphony orchestra.”

By Friday he was on the mend, 
and Louis himself gave the most suc
cinct appraisal of his condition; "I 
think Pops is in the clear.”

By Satmday, June 27, he was in 
sufficiently good condition to start 
issuing orders for food to the nurses. 
Said he: “Bring it all. Im hungry.’’ 
But Lucille Armstrong stepped in, 
vetoed a starch-packed baked potato, 
an order of spaghetti, and a rice- 
stuffed tomato ordered by the trum
peter. Louis still managed to put 
away a roast chicken, a green salad 
—and an order of spaghetti

Dr, Schiff was so encouraged that 
he laid plans to move Louis to Rome 
for a few days of rest, then take 
him home in time for his birthday, 
July 4.

What had been wrong with Arm
strong?

Pneumonia, definitely. But whether 
it was bronchial or pulmonary was 
not made clear by the reports. And 
his condition was complicated by 
emphysema—a swelling or bloating 
of the lungs caused by years of lusty 
horn blowing. The emphysema had 
evidently caused cardiac disturb
ances, which in turn had set oft the 
teports of a heart attack

When it was all over, Louis had 
as much reason as any man in the 
public eye to quote Mark I wain - 
famous remark: “The reports of my 
death have been greatly exaggerated.”

Louis's illness caused immediate 
cancellation of two scheduled ap
pearances: one at Lewissohn Sta
dium’s Fourth Annual Jazz Jam
boree, the other at the Newport 
Festival. Rushed in to fill the breach: 
Carmen McRae, the Gene Krupa
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RCA TAPE CARTRIDGE AND PLAYER

onto the outer circumference ol the 
spool.

Jazz ft
A 30 

tnerly 
plans 
of fur i 
Afiica.

quartet (which rushed east from 
Hollywood where they had been 
completing sound track work on The 
Gene Krupa Story tor Columbia pic
tures) , the Jack Teagarden sextet, 
and Herbie Mann’s Afro-Cuban 
ensemble.

Newport Festival officials said the 
program on the evening Armstrong 
had been scheduled to appear was 
strong enough not to require a re
placement.

Men and Cartridge
It had been a dismal year for the 

firms that make pre-recorded tape: 
RCA Victor’s pi emature announce
ment 18 months ago that it had a 
marketable tape cartridge had 
knocked the bottom out of tape sales.

The cartridge didn’t turn up on 
the market, and while the public 
waited, the small firms suffered—and 
more than a few of them turned bit
ter toward RCA. ..

All that seems to be over now. Not 
only did RCA substantiate its latest 
claim to a marketable tape cartridge, 
but late last month showed the car
tridge and a machine to play it at 
the National Association of Music 
Merchants annual trade show, held 
this time in New York.

What made music merchants be
lieve that this time RCA wasn’t kid
ding was not so much RCA’s exhibit 
as that of Bell Sound Systems. Bell 
displayed six different machines to 
play tape cartridges of the RCA type.

And one dealer said: “I’ve already 
received a service manual on the 
RCA player. I guess this time they 
mean business.”

On top of that, another firm— 
Fidelivox—displayed a different and 
competitive cartridge and player.

What is a tape cartridge?
It is a sealed plastic unit contain

ing a tape and, in the case of the 
RCA cartridge, two spools onto 
which the tape winds and unwinds 
in playing. The tape is never re
moved from the cartridge; the whole 
cartridge is put on the player The 
tape plays going and coming back, 
so that when the listener has heard 
the equivalent of a full LP, the tape 
is rewound in its cartridge and ready 
to be played again.

Some reverse automatically, others 
have to be turned over like a disc.

The Probable Impact
The sonic advantage of tape over 

disc has long been claimed. But what 
has kept tape from wider popularity 
with music lovers has been the com
plexity of threading it onto a ma
chine. Tape cartridge removes that 
big disadvantage, and the cartridge 
—about the size of the average paper-
10 • DOWN BEAT 

bound book—is as easy to handle as 
a disc, and in some ways easier. You 
can slip it onto the player with one 
hand.

RCA claims that thousands of its 
cartridge players are ready foi imme
diate distribution. There are now 16 
tape cartridges available to the con
sumer from the firm, and 50 more 
are promised by the end of the year.

There seems little doubt that the 
cartridge will catch on with a large 
portion of the public, particularly if 
all the “bugs” are out of it, as its 
manufacturers suggest.

A Bell Sound System official said: 
“Make no mistake, the tape transport 
today is what the record player was 
10 years ago.” His firm anticipates 
doing a million and a half dollars 
worth of business before the end of 
1959.

The unknown in the tape equation 
is which system is likely to be 
adopted generally by the industry. 
The Fidelivox manufacturers 
claimed considerable enthusiasm for 
their product at the trade show. 
Their system differs from the RCA 
cartridge in that it does not rewind; 
it is an endless tape. As the tape is 
played from the middle of its reel, 
it is being simultaneously rewound

Contest Winners
\\ inners in the Down Beat readers’ 

survey contest are:
First place: Don Van Slyke, Gads

den, Ala., who will receive six LPs 
for coming closest to the overall read
ers’ choice of articles in the June 11 
Down Beat; Peter Dalton, Greenbelt, 
Md., second place, four LPs; Bruce 
Bailev, New York City, third, two 
LPs.

This issue’s contest form is on Page 
31.

What Price Progress?
A point that didn’t get full discus

sion among the thousands of music 
merchants at the trade show was 
that of possible buyer resistance to 
the cartridge system.

Would the public take to it? In re
cent years, music-lovers have been 
forced to make the switch from 78 
rpm discs to 45s and 33 1/3s, then 
to hi-fi discs and equipment to play 
them, and finally, recently, to stereo 
discs. Some merchants felt there 
might be a buyers’ resistance to this 
still-further advance and the change 
of equipment to go with it.

Some firms felt the public wasn’t 
ready for the cartridges and their 
players. Motorola had a model on dis
play—but it was strictly for display, 
“to find out what reaction there 
would be to it,” as one Motorola 
man put it He said production could 
start quickly, if need be.

Ampex, which is now making a 
bid for the consumer music market 
with a growing line of pre-recorded 
stereo tapes, was standing firm on its 
belief that the very best way to hear 
music at home is on regular reel-to

. reel tape system. Ampex is forging 
ahead with its plan to make alliances 
with top labels and release on tape 
the cream of their output. For exam
ple, the Louis Armstrong-Ella Fitz
gerald Porgy and Bess, recorded by 
Verve, is on their release list.

One Ampex official argued that the 
slowmoving tapes of the cartridge 
system could not compete with the 
faster-moving tapes of reel-to-reel, 
when sound quality is the question. 
“We believe there is a high-quality 
market for reel-to-reel and that it 
will hold up,” he said. “We intend to 
go after the market.”
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Byrd's Film
D<>nakl Byrd is the latest to make 

hay from the apparent European 
penchant for using American jazz
men foi underscore work in films.

Bsrd, recently back from Europe, 
recoided tracks lor two French films 
in Paris. Bobby Jaspar, the Belgian 
saxophonist and flutist, wrote the 
scon' lor Insatiable, played with the 
B»nl quintet on the date. Byrds 
group also recorded the music for 
Port Oceana.

On top of that, the group paused 
on its way through Germany to make 
a TV feature film on the quintet. 
Title: Fontessa. Travelling with 
By id were Art Taylor, drums; Doug 
Watkins, bass; Walter Davis, piano, 
and Jaspar.

Jazz at the UN
American jazz is now being heard 

I on international territory right in 
the heart of New York City. Once a 
week, these warm summer days are 

] relieved by cool sounds emanating 
I from a room in the UN building, 

where the members of the United 
Nations Jazz Society hold their 
weekly luncheon devoted to the 
playing ot jazz records.
' The UNO Jazz Club has 67 mem
bers representing 10 countries. They 
are interested mainly in develop
ments in U.S. jazz since the mid- 
1910s. The organization, fotmed two 
months ago, plans to expand its ac
tivities to include the participation 
of live musicians who are active in 
UN work. Members already publish 
a weekly news letter.

William R. Dixon, a trumpet 
player in Nantucket, Mass., jazz 
groups before he went to work for 
the UN’s secretariat publishing serv
ices, was the first president and lead
ing spirit of the club. He has served 
as musicologist and record spinner 
for the group. At present, another 

' American, Richard Jennings, is club 
president. His first project: seeking 
help in obtaining jazz films to show 
to the club.

Recently, the club made up of UN 
stalf members as well as delegates, 
macle a trip to a Riverside recording 
session. With intense interest they 

j sat by while alto saxophonist Adder
ley recorded an album. Club officers 
are now on the lookout for jazz 
shows on TV which the members 
may visit.

Jazz for the Church
A 80-year-old Catholic priest, for

merly a crack big band sideman, 
plans to use music as a means 
of furthering missionary work in 
Africa.

WILSON AT THE KEYBOARD

That estimable gentlemen and pianist Teddy Wilson is seen here during the recording of another 
of these jazz albums ol a broadway show’s tunes. In this case, the musical was Gypsy. Wilson 
is at the moment in the midst of an engagement at the London House in Chicago.

Father James V. Peronne, who at 
one time during his musical career 
was known as Buddy James, consid
ers music “a common language,” 
jazz “an art form,” and is certain 
his knowledge of music wrill help 
him gain the confidence of natives 
in Liberia, where he expects to be 
assigned to a mission late this year. 
He hopes to organize bands among 
the natives—“starting small, possi
bly just drums and bugles in the 
beginning, and then moving on 
from there.”

Father Perrone was playing alto 
sax and jazz clarinet and singing with 
a name band at the age of 14. On 
recommendations from drummers 
(Jeorge Wettling and Ben Pollack, 
who heard him play in his home
town of Hartford, Conn., Father 
Perrone joined Mal Hallett’s band 
in 1943, when only 14. "I looked 
older,” he grins.

Later he worked with the Teddy 
Powell, Tony Pastor, Bob Chester, 
and Louis Pruna bands. While he 
was with Pastor, he made a number 
of vocal duet transcriptions with 
Rosemary Clooney. Of the sidemen 
he worked with, he has quick praise 
for Boots Mussulli (“Boots was tre
mendous.”), Charlie Ventura and 
Don Fagerquist.

An energetic and enthusistic con
versationalist with a wide, warm 
smile, Father Perrone tells this story 
about himself as an example of how 

music can help in his missionary 
work:

“When I was a seminarian, I did 
social work among Negro children 
in Hartford. But I had trouble mak
ing contact with them. One day I 
took a group of the kids fishing in 
a rowboat and soon realized I wasn’t 
getting close to them. But one of 
the boys started beating out rhythm 
on a can of worms. 1 started a 
counter-rhythm by drumming on 
the boat. There was immediate con
tact. It broke down the barrier.”

Much of Father Perrone’s high 
school education was acquired with 
help. He carried books while touring 
with bands. For this reason, although 
he had "always wanted to be a 
priest,” he was afraid he would not 
be qualified to study for the priest
hood. But in 1951 he entered a sem
inary in Delham, Mass., conducted 
by the Society of African Missions, 
and after four years of study there, 
went to the Catholic University of 
America in Washington, where he 
is now completing his final year of 
theology. He was ordained in Feb
ruary.

Speaking generally of music, 
Father Peronne believes there is no 
easy way. His advice to youngsters 
who want to become jazz musicians: 
“Play scales every chance you get, 
work for a good sound, and learn 
to read well. Then you may be 
ready to play jazz.”
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FOR THE JOHN LEWIS CHAIR
John Lewis, executive director of the School of Jazz, Lenox, Mats., accepts a check for $1,000 
from BMI to establish the John Lewis chair of Composition. With lewis, leader-pianist of the 
Modern Jazz Quartet, are, left to right. Milt Jackson, Robert J. Burton, vice-president of Broadcast 
Music, Inc. who presented the check; leader-pianist of the Modern Jazz Quartet, lewis, and 
Connie Kay, MJQ drummer.

The John Lewis Chair
The John Lewis Chair in jazz 

comjxisition has been established at 
the Schvxtl of Jazz, Inc., in Lenox, 
Massachusetts. This first faculty 
chair at the School was made jxissible 
through a grant of $1,000 from 
Broadcast Music, Inc.

Presentation of the check to John 
Lewis was made May 22 by Robert 
J. Burton, vice president of BMI, at 
ceremonies held in BMI president 
Carl Haverlins office in the New 
York headquarters. Burton said 
BMI was excited about the cultural 
jjossibilities of the school, and was 
pleased at the opjxtrt unity to otter 
assistance. Last year BMI awarded 
the first jazz comjMisition scholarship 
to Arif Mardin, a young Turkish 
composer who attended the 1958 
session of the school.

Lewis, executive director of the 
School, said the grant was an im- 
jxirtant step towards giving qualified 
students the chance thev might not 
be able to afford. Lewis mentioned 
that conditions for learning in jazz 
were much more restricted than ten 
years ago, when he began his career: 
the free jam session method of learn
ing and development no longer 
exists. Older musicians are too busy, 
and much of their playing is too 
specialized to jjermit an open work- 
shop environment.

The newly-established chair in 
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jazz composition will apply to both 
the 1959 and I960 sessions. The 
grant makes it jx>ssible lor composi
tion students to enter the school at 
a considerably reduced fee. Where 
the tuition normally is $385 pet- 
season, a composition student can 
now become a lull-time resident at 
Lenox for S260. Chairs in j>iano, 
bass, guitar, drums, trombone, trum
pet, saxophone and vibraharp may 
be set u|>.

Besides John Lewis’, Ulysses Kay 
(comjx)ser); Connie Kay (drums), 
Milt Jackson (vibraharp), historian 
Marshall Stearns, BMI's Russ Sanjek, 
and Monte Kay—manager of the 
Modern Jazz Quartet—attended the 
j>resentation.

The School of Jazz has also an
nounced the initiation of a new 
service for students this year. This 
will be a talent registry, consisting of 
records and data on all students who 
have attended the School's summer 
sessions. This, which will help later 
placement of students, will include 
taped performances of each student’s 
work. The registry will be available 
to band leaders, agents, club owners, 
and concert promoters.

The third session of the School of 
Jazz will be held on the grounds of 
Music Inn at Lenox Aug. 9 to 30. 
Would-be students should contact 
Stephanie Barber. Secretary, School 
of Jazz, Lenox. M issa< husei is.

Best of the Big Bands
Was Woody Herman’s Four B oth

ers the best big band arrangement 
ever made?

According to 13 out of 35 jazz 
writers and critics polled recently by 
Marshall Brown, it was.

Brown made the poll with the in
tention of using the winning ar
rangements as a standard libraiv for 
the Newjjort Youth Band. H. be
lieves such a book would give the 
band’s young members an insight 
into the roots of jazz.

When Brown tabulated the re
sults of his poll, he found Four 
Brothers on tojj with its 13 votes 
and Count Basie’s One O’ ( lock 
Jump second with 11. Fletcher Hen
derson’s name turned up four limes 
in the poll, Duke Ellington's six 
times.

All the comjjositions are being 
scored for permanent inclusion in 
the NYB library, and several will be 
heard at the Newjxirt Jazz festival.

Complete vote results are:
Four Brothers, Woody Herman 
(Jimmy Giuffre) ............................13
One O’Clock Jump, Count Basie ..

............................................................ 11
Early Autumn, Woody Herman 
(Ralph Burns) .................................10
King Porter Stomp, Benny Goodman 
(Fletcher Henderson) ..................... 9
Take The “A” Train, Duke Elling
ton (Billy Strayhorn) ......................9
Ko-Ko, Duke Ellington....................8
Cotton Tail, Duke Ellington .... 7 
Skyliner, Charlie Barnet............... 7 
Chant of the Weed, Don Redman..

............................................................... 6
Down South Camp Meeting, Benny 
Goodman (Fletcher Henderson) 6 
Jack the Bear, Duke Ellington ... 6 
Jumpin’ at the Woodside, Count 
Basie ......................................................6
L’il Darling, Count Basie (Neal 
Hefti) ...............................................  6
Things to Come, Dizzy Gillespie 
(Gil Fuller).........................................6
Wrappin' It Up, Benny Goodman 
(Fletcher Henderson) ................... 6
Young Blood, Stan Kenton (Gerry 
Mulligan) ............................................6
Chelsea Bridge, Duke Ellington.. 5 
Every Tub, Count Basie...............5 
Harlem Air Shaft, Duke Ellington '

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Mantecca, Dizzy Gillespie (Gil 
Fuller) .................................................. 5
Moten Swing, Count Basie, Benny 
Moten, Eddy Durham...................  5
Opus No. I, Tommy Dorsey (Sy 
Oliver) .................................................. 5
Sometimes I’m Happy, Benny Good
man (Fletcher Henderson) ........... 5
Swinging the Blues, Count Basie 5 
Wild Apple Honey, Woody Herman 
(Ralph Burns) .................................. 5
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Willie (The Lion) Smith and Mr*. Elaine lorillard distuning tho ¡azz festival situation around the 
country. This summer Mrs Lorillard is social chairman for the Randall's Island Festival and Ihe 
Saratoga Raceway Festival in August at Saratoga Springs, N.Y
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big bands 
worked.

degree.)
Look neat at all times and keep in 

good health.
Respect the problems of your em 

ployer. He pays the bills and is en 
titled to vont consideration.

Backing for the soloists would 
come from his regular rhythm sec
tion: pianists Dick Hyman or Buddy 
Weed; bassist Frank Carroll: guitar
ists Al Caiola, Tony Mottola or 
Bill* Muir, and Panama Francis or 
Ed Shaughnessey, drums.

ol 35 i 
recent i\

Advance advertising for the “First 
Anni-.d Gospel, Spiritual and Folk 
Music Festival said:

‘‘Extra — Clara Ward and the 
Wan! Singers will sing direct from 
Stockholm, Sweden, via Transat
lantic Cable.”

Bui when the five-and-a-half hour 
all-g< .spei show at Madison Square 
Ganlen was over, no such long-dis-

the sidemen he normally uses on his 
New York dates.

Musicians such as trombonists Ur
bie Green, Lou McGarritv. and Will 
Bradley, and trumperters Billy But
terfield and Bernie Glow, would be 
heard in selections of songs made 
popular during the heyday of the

Conniff Sets Sights Higher
With his vocal albums now en

joying an automatic initial sales or
der of around 100,000, arranger
trombonist Ray Conniff is setting 
his sights for a longer luture in the 
record business.

I he 42-year-old ex-sideman with 
Bunny Berigan, Bob Crosby, Artie 
Shaw, and Harry James, whose 
choral-orchestral-with-a-beat alburns 
are tiding the pop tide, now envi
sions a further series of strictly in
strumental LPs which will feature

vith the in
inning ar. 
libran for

cd the re- 
ound /■ our 
ts 13 votes

O' t <ock 
Meher Hen 
four times 

ngton's six

Advice from Sammy Kaye
Sammy Kaye, who has done pretty 

well in the band business, recently 
took time out to list 10 primary rules 
for the success ol up and-coming 
leaders:

Honor the melody.
Respect the lyrics and have vocal

ists do them justice.
Get a rhythmic beat Make your 

music listenable, relaxable, and 
danceable.

(Jo along with a fail to a degree, 
but be sure it doesn't obliterate 
your music principles.

Cater to the demands of your 
public.

Include selections to please every 
taste.

Keep seeking and developing new 
talent.

Helpful
New York — Jazz expert Mar

shall Stearns says that one thing 
has struck him during his many 
lectures: the congenial person, no 
matter what his age, seems to en
joy jazz automatically.

So Stearns has been telling his 
audiences of late: “You don’t 
have to be stuffy to dislike jazz, 
but it helps.”

“To pul it simply,” Conniff says, 
”1 want to aim these albums at peo
ple who’ve grown up. The kids who 
used to stand in front of the big 
bands 15 to 20 years ago are buying 
a lot of albums now, and I’m bank
ing on their nostalgia with these new 
LPs.”

This would pul Conniff’s poten
tial customers in the 35-to-40 age 
bracket. The material itself, he said, 
would be drawn from those songs 
in the top 10 during the years of 
big band popularity.

the show: $30,000) did see Mahalia 
Jackson, rated the first lady of gos
pel singing, and 14 singing groups 
from all over the United States— 
groups such as the Soul Stiirers, the 
Raspberry Singers, the Drinkard 
Singers, the Dixie Humming Birds, 
the Swanee Quintet and the Swan 
Silvertones. And they saw actor Sid
ney Poitier, star of Broadway’s 
Raisin in the Sun, who introduced 
Miss Jackson.

The day after the show, the sour 
note sounded. Attorneys for Clara 
Waul served a $50,000 law suit on 
joe Bostic, New York radio and TV 
personality, who had produced the 
show in honor of his 20th anni
versary in the gospel, spiritual and 
folk music field.

Why had the long-distance sing
ing failed to come ofP

Bostic contended that the original 
agreement hail called for the Ward 
group to sing in exchange for pub
licity the transatlantic trick would 
give it But several weeks before the 
event, Miss Ward’s New York agents 
asked Bostic for the groups usual 
$750 fee. Bostic balked. Hence the 
trouble.

While the lawsuit hung fire, Miss 
Ward said she had never given per
mission for the use of her name in 
connection with the program. She 
said tix) that she was deeply hurt 
and embarrassed that thousands of 
persons at the Garden had been 
done "an injustice.”
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A Special Report

The AFM’s War on the Tax
SEATTLE — What the AFM plans is nothing 

less than a full frontal assault on two ol its favorite 
enemies: canned music and the 20 per cent federal 
cabaret tax. Chosen place of battle: the nation's 
capital. •

This was the outcome of the American Federa
tion of Musicians convention here. But lesser 
problems, as well as the major ones, came up for 
discussion and decisions. In union affairs, the 1200 
delegates reversed last year's economy-drive decision 
to have biennial conventions, and voted to continue 
gathering every year. To provide the money, they 
approved an “international” initiation fee ranging 
from $3 to $20. This is expected to raise $215,000 a 
year from an estimated 22,000 new members a year.

All lop officers were reelected without opposition 
and given fat salary increases. Locals were author
ized to double the amount of their initiation fees 
from $50 to $100. And Las Vegas was picked for 
next year’s convention.

Other actions: The convention voted to assess 
a 2 per cent tax on the scale of musicians who re
ceive residual payments on video tape recordings: 
set up an appeals committee to hear and make 
recommendations on grievances members decide to 
carry to convention floors.

Gave the International Executive Board author
ity to negotiate new scales for musicians traveling 
with theater troupes, rodeos and the like; author
ized the IEB to match money wrongfully withheld 
from a side man by a band leader, and approver! 
appointment of assistants by the president subject 
to the OK of the IEB.

THE FEDERAL COMMUNK VITONS Commis
sion, Congress and the networks all were blamed 
for joblessness forced on musicians by the decline 
of “live music.” Herman D. Kenin of New York, 
starting a second term as federation president, 
accused the FCC of “glaring indifference to the 
true public interest” in failing to properly police 
programming policies of license holders.

Kenin said the federation w’ill take the lead in a 
“total pressure" campaign by broadcasting industry 
unions to add a member to the FCC from workers 
in the entertainment field. He implied that with 
such representation of the FCC, the nation’s net
works would be less inclined to continue what he 
called their “money hungry” programming.

“Not for too much longer will those who receive 
a monopoly ol the air waves from a generous public 
continue to equate the public interest with their 
own fat profit.” Kenin said in his keynote address 
to the four-clay convention.

“Not for too much longer will they be able to 
get away with such vulgarities as silencing the 
cultivated musical Voice of Firestone because 
Madison Ave. rnoguls decide that cops and robbers 
will, for the moment, sell more soap."

Privately, many of the top musicians in attend
ance were sharply critical of independent radio 
stations, which they said w’ere becoming nothing 
more than “glorified juke boxes.” These men 

pledged themselves to bend every effort toward 
bringing the public “better music.”

Congress was rapped on the convention floor fm 
failure to repeal the wartime cabaret tax. which 
the union blames lor much of the musicians unem
ployment.

Delegates voted overwhelmingly for a resolution 
requiring them to work for repeal of the tax 
through continuing pressure on their congressmen.

DESPITE WHAT HE CALLED formidable ol. 
stack’s, Kenin was optimistic about the coming veai. 
He said that in the motion picture and filmed 
television field the outlook was significantly 
brighter, clue to contracts negotiated m the past 
12 months. Under these contracts producers guaran
teed to score at least one third of their films with 
live music.

The convention referred to Renin's office a plan 
for one- and two-year pilot programs in two cities 
where musicians’ unemployment is high. The cities 
were not named. The programs would provide 
music for “cultural and entertainment purposes' 
under subsidy from some national foundation. 
Later, the cities would be encouraged to take over 
the programs and other cities would be asked to 
adopt the idea.

Kenin’s salary was raised from $20,000 to $35,000 
a year and his contingent expense account increased 
from $3.000 to $5,000. This is in addition to travel 
expenses and a union-furnished car.

The salary of secretary Stanley Ballard of Min 
neapolis was boosted from $15,000 to $25,000 and 
th.it of treasurer George V. Clancy of Detroit from 
$12,500 to $22,500. The vice presidency, held by 
William J. Harris of Detroit, is unsalaried.

Union officials explained that the increases were 
to bring salaries “in line with the 1929 value of 
the dollar.”

Funds also were voted to supplement a pension 
for vice president emeritus Charles L. Bagely so he 
will receive $5,200 a year. Bagley retired in Apnl 
because of ill health after nearly 50 years in the 
union.

Two new members were named to the IEB and 
five reelected. New on the board are David Lipsky, 
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., and Gurney Titmarsh, 
Toronto. Returned were J. J. Stokes, Houston: 
Charles H Kennedy, San Francisco; I.ee Repp, 
Cleveland: \1 Manuti, New York, and Walter H. 
Murdoch, Toronto.

Principal guest speaker, Secretary of Labor James 
P Mitchell, was given a standing ovation by the 
delegates before his address in which he pledged 
his opposition to any punitive labor legislation, oi 
any action which would hamper the growth of the 
trade union movement.

With the convention over, the delegates, repre
senting 265,000 members from all the states, Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands and Canada left behind 
them—after only minor discord over money mat
ters—a high note of harmony.

And. naturally, a few flatted fifths.
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Ey George Crater
Album Ideas for Secure a&r Men:
Pat Suzuki sings Two From Column “A”, One From 

Column "B”; Danny and the Juniors Sing Awful; 
Count Basie Swings—Harry James Memorizes; Tito 
Puente Goes Latin; A Traffic Accident at 46th and 
Broadway in Stereo (Riverside); The Absolutely Un
believable Peppy Davega; Jackie Gleason, 48,000 Cellos, 
Frank Rehak, One Jug and Jack Lescoulie.

Also: Lenny Bruce at Bellevue
Lenny Bruce at Rockland State Hospital
Lenny Bruce at Menningers
Lenny Bruce Gets Well
Lenny Bruce Gets Sick Again, Worse
Introducing Lenny Bruce’s Analyst.

Here-we-go-again department: Neshui Ertegun now 
offers to the world, a “like-new” Ahmet Ertegun. Yeah, 
but can you get parts?

If I had a brand-new 1959 Lincoln Continental Mark 
III, I’d trade is in for ten 1953 MG-TD Mark H’s.
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ED SHERMAN

Delmar Records is proud to announce they will not 
issue of Porgy and Bess album . . .

Gene Stuart, New Haven, Conn., d.j., reports a con
test run by a local funeral director. Entrants are invited 
to tell, in 25 words or less Why I Want Jazz Played at 
My Funeral. Winner gets Art Blakey and the Jazz 
Messengers to play at his funeral (at scale), with all 
proceeds from the soundtrack of the funeral going to 
the Music Performance Trust Fund, Blakey, and the 
winner’s survivors. . . .

What ever happened to Lon McAllister?

A hip New York promoter — seeing that jazz is 
making it in off-beat places such as concert halls, river
boats, outdoor festivals, TV, theaters, schools—has come 
up with an innovation . . . jazz in dark, smoky night 
clubs!

Some day I d like to see Dave Garroway raise his 
right hand and say; “Peace,” and then get a Mau Mau 
poison-dart right in his forehead!

Wouldn’t it be a gas if some stage-hand forgot to put 
up that Gardol shield and that cat got hit right in the 
chops with a horse-shoe?

Not to be out-done by Previn, Mandel, Mancini, El
lington or Rogers, Candido reports he too is entering 
the film-score business. He’s got four Tarzan pictures 
and three Sheena, Queen of the Jungle chapters.

If you want to be technical about it, Zoot Sims was 
the tenor player who squeaked when he started his 
chorus on Woody’s Four Brothers. . . .

Loretta Young wrote . . . She says there’s nothing be
tween her and Woody Herman. . . .

Woody Herman wrote . . . He’d like to know Loretta 
Young’s phone number. . . .

I’ve got it all set with Castro ... On Aug. 15 we over
throw Dick Clark!

Bert, the favorite bartender of New York’s musicians, 
has gone to England for the summer to visit relatives. 
Rumor has it we’re getting Ted Heath in exchange . . . 
Hope he can wail with Martinis. . . .

A FEMININE PRESS RELEASE (from a lady man
ager) : “If jazzman Don Elliott’s latest recording, Would 
You Believe It—I’ve Got A Cold ChaCha, sounds like 
a commercial, and if a lot of commercials lately sound 
jazzy, it is because Elliott has been writing and record
ing on both sides of the fence—both jazzy commercials 
and non-commercial (and commercial) jazz."

I’m hip. . . .
July 23, 1959 • 15
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Porgy and Bess-a Review
PORGY AND BESS, with Sidney Poitier, Doro

thy Dandridge, Sammy Davis, Jr., Pearl Bailey, 
Brock Peters, Leslie Scott and Diahann Carroll, has 
been given its premiere performance. The Samuel 
Goldwyn release is in Todd-AO and color.

Considering the many musical misfortunes that 
have strewn the streets of Hollywood tn the past 
few years, you would think the men in motion pic
tures would be wise to this rudimentary truth of 
drama: the stage is one art, the motion picture 
another.

Yet producer after producer persists in thinking 
that with a minimum of redesigning, plays can be 
turned into pictures. This results in some abomin
ably dull and loquacious movies. And when the 
original work was a musical, or worse still, an opera, 
the outcome can be even more disappointing.

Guys and Dolls was a case in point; Porgy and 
Bess is a belter one.

It boils down to this: when you go into a Broad
way theater or an opera house, you are prepared 
to accept a certain set of conventions, the artificiali
ties (and artifices) ol the stage. You know perfectly 
well that lile isn’t divided neatly into acts, and that 
people cannot start singing of their troubles, in com
paratively complex harmony, spontaneously on the 
street. Yet you pretend for the moment that such 
things can happen. You are involved in what one 
contemporary philosopher has called “the volun
tary suspension of disbelief.’’

For a variety of reasons, you are less prepared 
to do this when you go to a movie. And that is one 
reason why movies normally involve a more natural
istic kind of acting.

George Gershwin called Porgy a folk opera. And 
opera, as Samuel Goldwyn evidently remembered, 
involves a great many conventions that the public 
will not often accept in films—such as recitative.

M hat to do? Well, that’s simple, to the Holly- 
woodian mind. Just knock out the music in these 
places ami let the characters speak the lines. Which 
is how we come by the situation wherein Sidney 
Poitier, an intensely naturalistic perlormer and 
one of the most gifted exponents oi Stanislavskian 
acting, has to make seem natural (in the modern 
sense) dialog that is rhymed ami cadenced!

That is only the start ol the trouble. Aside from 
its melange of allegiances—partly to the stage, 
partly to movies—this production of Poigy is a 
somewhat ostentatious one. It fairly chips money, 
which is no doubt why one finds it hard to believe 
that its characters are soaked in poverty. Even the 
lighting is pretentious. The program distributed 
to the press in New York makes a point of the light
ing, contending that Leon Shamroy added much to 
the picture through his “outstanding ability in 
‘painting with lights’.’’ Actually, one gets the im
pression that Mr. Shamroy was more interested in 
evoking the lighting effects of Rembrandt than 
the pathetic atmosphere of Catfish Row.

Then there’s the background music. Andre Pre
vin has turned out a lush underscore, but its lush
ness is just another of the expensive barriers that 
prevent the viewer from touching the characters, 
and vice versa.

Then there’s the singing, which is stiff. As just 

about everyone must know, most of the key char
acters do not sing their own parts. Diahann Carroll, 
who is a singer, has an operatic soprano s voice sub
stituted for her own. Dorothy Dandridge under
goes the same experience which, since the same 
thing happened to her in Carmen Jones, presum
ably makes her the Number One non-singing singer 
of our time.

Even at that, the dubbing would not be distress
ing if the singing used was outstanding. But it 
is not, and one cannot help wondering how this 
music might have sounded if a William Warfield 
or Leontyne Price had turned up in the cast — 
and perhaps doing their own acting as well. Sing
ing is what the film required; there is little enough 
dialog lor the characters to handle.

Oddly enough, it is in some ol the spoken scenes 
that the picture conies closest to shining. Poitier 
(who is actually voting for the role of Porgy) by 
sheer force of will makes some of his scenes as 
the great-hearted cripple very moving. The interest 
he generates almost succeeds in giving the film life 
and holding it together, the way the performance 
ol the late Janies Dean gave cohesion to Giant. 
But Poitier never gets a chance. Just when he has 
caught your interest ami your heartstrings by de
manding, “Where's my Bess?’’ he is required to 
stop, throw out his arms, open his mouth, and 
just kneel there while a voice conies out.

The other performances are lair to middling. 
Pearl Bailey’s assured skill captures the attention 
momentarily, but like Poitier, she doesn’t get room 
to swing a cat, much less a song or a scene. Sammy 
Davis is an excited but not exciting Sportin' Life. 
Burning with great heat but little warmth, he even 
makes one uncomfortable at times, particularly 
when he is using a faked-up accent lor the song 
There’s a Boat Dat’s Leavin’ Soon for New York.

There is one thing in the film that is electrify- 
ingly good: the character Serena's heart-broken 
lament, My Man’s Gone Now. The combination 
of singing and Ruth Attaway's acting stirred the 
preview audience in New York to applause. And 
since it occurs comparatively early in Porgy, it 
seems to promise great things in the film, despite 
the stiffness of it all, despite the misplaced stagi
ness, despite the display of money.

The promise is not fulfilled, and the chief virtue 
of this picture is that it makes it possible lor mil
lions who never have seen Porgy on the stage to 
familiarize themselves with this legend of Catfish 
Row, and with two characters of classical stature: 
the noble cripple Porgy and his courtesan love 
Bess.

What is the moral, if any, of all this? That no one 
should try to make musical movies? Not at all. But 
when you make a movie musical, make it a movie 
musical—that is, one that accepts the conventions 
of the motion picture art and uses them to advan
tage, rather than being hung up on them.

An American in Paris was such a film. It was 
conceived and executed as a movie. And that is no 
doubt why it lingers in the memory as one of the 
outstanding pieces Hollywood has ever turned out. 
Porgy and Bess is unlikely to have this happy fate.

-EUGENE LEES



Previn, Gershwin and Porgy

Because of the six-track Todd
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change it
It’s a marvellous
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whose last birthday present 
well-merited Oscar lor his

the picture 
substituted.

needed all those people.’’ 
Personnel ol the studio orchestra,

collaborator, Ken Darby, two months 
to complete, with Previn utilizing 
an orchestra numbering between 70 
and 75 musicians.

“The reason we used such a large 
musical organization,” explained the 
30 - year -bld composer - conductor-pi -

AO sound system used in the picture, 
the music simply had to be orches-

too much. I’ve always

music sound like we really

I spoken dialog is 
we had to decide

that had to play in the theater pit, 
so it couldn’t be too large. We had 
no such limitation,” he added.

“Using the jazz guys,” elaborated 
the conductor, “meant that parts ol 
the score was given the kind of feel
ing I wanted—a jazz feeling that 
symphony musicians simply cannot 
grasp. Then, of course, the pen us- 
sion section included Shelly Manne; 
and Russ Freeman and Johnny T. 
Williams were on pianos.”

Writing the underscore to the Gersh
win classic “presented so manv tick
lish problems,” Previn confessed. 
“For one thing, all the recitatives in 
the original opera are omitted from

the original score. And, quite frank
ly, our big problem was to make

of the Los Angeles Philharmonic: 
the jazzmen, used mainly in the 
brass and percussion sections, were 
drawn from the top exponents of 
the idiom on the west coast.
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according to Previn, was a curious 
admixture of symphony and jazz 
musicians. Many of the classical men 
and women came from the ranks

just where to stop each piece of 
music—and very often I’d orchestrate 
right up to the last bar of a particu
lar scene, then blend in again with 
the music for the next piece of ac
tion. Except for about a six-minute 
scene w’ith the detective in the story, 
the music literally never stops once.” 

Interpretation of the original oper
atic scote for movie adaptation pre
sented a problem more set ions than 
the relatively mechanical chore of 
unifying the different scenes. How 
was Previn to interpret Gershwin: 
did he feel himself free to take “lib
erties” with the original music; and. 
if so, how far should he go?

“On a picture like this,” explained 
the conductor, “some critics are
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bound to say 1 fooled around with 
the music too much. Then, again, 
the jazz people will say I didn't fool 
with it enough.

“To tell the truth, though—and 
this sounds like the Goldwyn pub
licity department—I really love the 
music and 1 actually didn’t want to

“Now’ if I were making a record 
of the music, I’d have absolutely no 
compunctions aboui changing it foi 
the sake of new arranging ideas; 
but in this pic ture I felt the original 
spirit of the opera had to be pre
served.”

Still, Previn noted that "the col-

marked contentedly, “It might be 
worth noting that there’s more music 
than actual film in Porgy and Bess."

It was no exaggeration. While ‘he 
picture’s final running times comes 
to two hours and 18 minutes, the 
music breakdown — including the 
overture—came to one hour and 10
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True to the Sam Goldwyn tradi 
lion, apparently everything about 
Porgy and Bess is “stupendous," 
“colossal,” "gigantic.” Certainly, it 
is a matter of record that pre-record 
ing of the music took Previn and his

minutes of pre-recording the songs 
and an additional hour and 30 min
utes of dramatic music. It is the 
first time in the history of motion 
pictures that music has outdistanced

work on the picture Gigi. “w’as not 
just for the sake of bigness. You see, 
the original score for the stage pro
duction was confined to an orchestra

In a cool, book-lined apartment 
in Beverly Hills, Calif., Andre Previn 
laid aside some arrangements he had 
been working on, relaxed in a 
Swedish-modern armchair, and re-
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oration of the music in the film is 
vets different from the original 
optia” in an orchestral sense.

Assisting him in the awesome task 
of scoring over two hours of almost 
continuous music background were 
vet< ran Hollywood craftsmen Alex
ander Courage, Robert Franklyn, Al 
Woodbury, and Conrad Salinger, all 
screen composers in their own right. 
Working separately, these four or
chestrators were faced with the chal- 
lenge of producing individual ef- 
fons that would nonetheless reflect 
an overall unified conception of the 
sustained mood of the picture’s 
music.

"So often,” Previn elaborated on 
this subject of assigning orchestra
tion. "people ask me, ’Why don’t 
you orchestrate it all yourself?’ Well, 
if \ ou farm out work because, for 
example, there aren’t enough hours 
in the day, that's okay. But if you 
do it because you're simply not cap
able of handling the assignment, 
then it gets a little dangerous.” He 
emphasized the understatement with 
a significant glance.

Because his own function in pre- 
pat ing the underscore was more of 
what he termed, “a composing job,” 
Previn wrote every note of the music 
designed to heighten the dramatic 
sequences.

"There were extended variations 
involved in most of this which I felt 
1 had to handle myself,” he said. 
Nonetheless, he added, his four or
chestrating cohorts did an indispens- 
ible job.

Of Ken Darby, Previn’s praise 
was unstinted. “We had a 50-piece, 
completely untrained Negro choir 
at the beginning of the music phase 
ol the picture,” he explained. “These 
were three of the worst weeks of my 
lile—waiting to see how those singers 
would blend with the score. But Ken 
took these 50 people and in one 
month had them in perfect shape 
to perform on the soundtrack. It was 
a phenomenal job. I make no pre
tenses about knowing this choral 
area: but 1 do know the great job 
Ken accomplished.”
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In Hollywood, the question of 
"ghost performers” is ever a thorny 
one. Some years ago the late Charles 
Emge, Dozen Beat’s west coast editor 
from 1910 to 1957, stirred up a temp
est in a teacup at Columbia Pictures 
because he had the temerity to reveal 
the name of the “ghost voice” be
hind the glamorous throat of Rita 
Hayworth. That the singer’s iden
tity should have been made public 
aroused the wrath of certain studio 

executives who had seen to it that 
the soundtrack LP album of the 
picture concerned credited all sing
ing to Miss Hayworth.

An ideal case in point of uncred
ited vocal performance is the current 
Columbia LP soundtrack album of 
the Porgy and Bess music. Except 
for baritone Robert McFerrin, none 
of the singers is credited—but the 
names of the stars are splashed all 
over the back liner. The crowning 
indignity, though, is immediately 
evident on the album’s front cover 
which, in bizarre obeisance to the 
omnipotent Hollywood Superego, 
omits George Gershwin’s name alto
gether while blazoning the billing: 
“Samuel Goldwyn’s Production of 
Porgy And Bess’’

Similarly, in the picture itself 
Diahann Carroll is credited with 
singing the role of Clara, which she 
enacts. Clara’s rendition of Summer
time opens the opera, setting a mood 
of tender motherhood in the squalid 
Catfish Row slum But Clara’s voice 
is actually that of soprano Loulie 
Jean Norman, the only non-Negro 
in the musical cast. Nowhere is Miss 
Norman credited with the “ghost
ing” job.

Andre Previn, who chose Miss 
Norman's voice over that of Miss 
Carroll’s for the soundtrack Sum
mertime, stoutly defended his deci
sion. While he is a great admirer of 
Miss Carroll’s vocal talent, his feel
ing was that her voice simply was 
not suited to the singing role.

GOLDWYN, GERSHWIN, and PREVIN
On the set of Porgy and Bott, Samuel Goldwyn expresses an opinion to Ira Gershwin and 
Andre Previn.
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“ l ake a movie like Gigi,’’ he said. 
"If we use a singing voice other than 
Leslie Caron’s in this picture, it 
doesn’t matter, really, because a pre
cise vocal quality doesn’t enter into 
it. But Porgy is an opera and my feel
ing was that it was all-important to 
retain the original conception ol 
Summertime, which was written for 
soprano. Diahann’s voice just didn't 
fit, that’s all.”

Still, Previn stands against the 
vocal “ghosting” policy. “Secrecy,” 
he said, “which I understand for 
business reasons—not for artistic 
reasons—backfired in this case, be
cause Life magazine printed a por
trait of Loulie Jean Norman and 
pointed out that she did the vocal 
track for Diahann.”

Now that George Gershwin has been 
dead for 22 years, how does Previn 
evaluate the composer of Rhapsody 
in Blue, Piano Concerto in F and 
An American in Paris?

“Remembering that practically all 
Gershwin’s compositions are greatly 
overplayed,’ he responded thought
fully, “I think the best yardstick 
of their worth is that still they all 
sound so good after all these years. 
Music has got to be pretty good to 
stand that test and Gershwin’s does.

“George Gershwin had a very great 
deal to say in music,” concluded 
Previn. “He was a first-rate com
poser.” ■



Portrait of Ira
The oldest Gershwin is still going strong
By John Tynan

Arthur Freed, producer of musical 
movies such as last year’s Gigi and 
next year’s film biography of George 
and Ira Gershwin, has said of lyricist 
Ira: “His contributions have never 
fully been appreciated: Ira is the 
great contributer . . Was this sen
timental exaggeration or objective 
appraisal?

Certainly Ira has always lived 
somewhat in the shadow of his great 
brother. (Jeorge’s -flashing and pro
lific genius, cut off by a fatal brain 
tumor in 1937 when the comjjoser 
was only 38, tended to divert the 
spotlight from Ira’s own accomplish
ments to the point where the average 
layman, cheerfully singing the lyric 
to It Ain’t Necessarily So, takes the 
words for granted without recalling 
the name of the man who wrote 
them.

In 41 years of lyric-writing. Ira 
Gershwin has composed the words to 
over 450 songs, some in collaboration 
with other lyricists such as Buddy 
DeSylva, Billy Rose or Yip Harburg, 
but most of them alone. These in
clude the standards Lady Be Good, I 
Can’t Get Started, Who Cares?, Strike 
Up the Band, I Got Rhythm, The 
Man I Love and Mine, to list some of 
the best known. In 1935, his col
laboration with Porgy and Bess 
author-librettist DuBose Heyward 
resulted in the colorful lyrics to the 
memorable songs from that opera, 
just filmed for the first time.

Now 62 (he is three years older 
than George would be, if he were 
alive: a third Gershwin, Arthur, 59, 
lives in New York), fra today is the 
comfortable custodian of the Gersh
win estate and saga.

Since 1940, Ira has lived with his 
wife, Leonore, in a large, neo-Re- 
gency house at 1021 N. Roxbury 
drive in Beverly Hills, Calif.— next 
door to the house where he lived 
with his brother to the time of 
George’s death. At 1021 are housed 
a fortune in paintings by both broth
ers and other artists, George's piano, 
and the Gershwin archives and li
brary.
20 • DOWN BEAT

Ira Gershwin’s current concentra
tion of interest is on two things— 
the spate of LP album versions of 
Porgy and Bess now being released: 
and in his forthcoming book, Lyrics 
of Several Occasions, due out under 
the Alfred Knopf banner in the fall.

Seated with his back to the large 
glass doors that open on the verdant 
garden and small patio behind his 
book-lined living room, he toyed 
with an inevitable cigar and talked 
at random about the Porgy albums, 
the opera, and his book. Despite 
slight discomfort he was suffering as 
the aftermath of recent minor sur
gery, he presented a sedately debon
air appearance—a portly figure, with 
thinning gray hair and benevolent 
manner. As befits a Beverly Hills 
squire, he was dressed in expensively 
casual blue sport shirt, with silk 
scarf at the neck, and gray slacks.

“I'm collecting all these Porgy 
albums,” he announced. “It's getting 
to be sort of a hobby. But there are 
so many of them: where does it end?”

He had played the Gil Evans-Miles 

What'» that man'» name? Mile» Uovi»?

Davis album four times since he pur
chased it several days previously.

“Frankly, I didn't expect to like 
it at first,” he confessed. “But the 
more I listen to it, the more I set in 
it. It’s certainly a worthwhile thing. 
What’s that man's name? Miles 
Davis? I certainly have great respect 
for that man.” As to Gil Evans’ or
chestration, Gershwin quoted praise 
from an unexpected quarter.

“Dimitri Tiomkin was here re
cently,” he said, “and 1 played the 
album for him. He praised it highly. 
He said it was a masterly piece of 
work. Really, he got quite enthusias
tic about it. Surprised me.”

The version recorded by Ella Fitz
gerald and Louis Armstrong was no 
less lauded by the lyricist.

“Where s My Bess? is really quite 
wonderful,” he said. “Armstrong is 
very poignant and exceptionally 
touching. Ella Fitzgerald singing the 
male parts was quite a surprise, I 
must confess, but I found it effective 
in this case. And when I discovered 
that There’s a Boat That’s Leaving





Soon for New York suddenly be
comes a duet, it really was quite un
expected, to put it mildly."

But Gershwin liked this particular 
version of the opera so much, he 
remarked, “Ive given away eight or 
nine copies so far to friends."

The only album ol Porgy that 
didn’t meet with Ira Gershwin’s ap
proval was the boxed package re
corded several years ago by Frances 
Fave and Mel Torme, accompanied 
by sundry other singers, vocal groups 
and various jazz combos and large 
orchestra.

He shook his head and remarked 
sadly, "I’m afraid that's the only one 
I can’t accept. It's a little too much 
for me.”

As the conversation switched to the 
subject of Gershwin's forthcoming 
liook on lyric writing, he noted that 
he had given it a very 18th century 
title. "But,” he added dryly, “some of 
the book is 18th century.”

Broadly, the subject matter of his 
volume is “a sampling ol the range 
of lyrics a writer has got to turn out 
lor shows." The work will run 50,000 
to 60,000 words, about 375 pages — 
with, he remarked, libel al use of 
footnotes. “Many ol the notes are 
quite skippable,” he smiled.

The chapters in lytns of Several 
Occasions arc devoted to the differ
ent moods or subject matter desired 
by, or requited ol, the lyi icist. In the 
category of "irreverence," lot exam
ple, Ira selected the supremely ir- 
reverant song from Porgy and Bess, 
It Ain't Necessarily So.

“When we first went to work on 
this particular song." he explained, 
“the title was what we called a 
‘dummy.’ In other words, it was 
something to begin with: nothing 
final: just the first phrase that came 
into my head. But the song had to 
fit Sportin’ Life's character. And the 
mote I worked on the hrit — with 
George working out the melody on 
the piano — the more the title 
seemed to fit. So, we left it that way.

"And, speaking of irreverence as 
a category,” he chuckled, "during all 
the years that song's been around, 
I ve only received one letter com
menting on its ‘irreverence.’ ”

In view of the considerable con
troversy aroused by the news of a 
film version of Porgy and Hess — a 
work which many felt (and appar
ently still feel) is essentially |im 
Crow in its basic portrayal ol Negro 
persons regardless of environmental 
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situation or period — would fra feel 
it necessary to alter his lyrics if he 
were writing the o]>era today?

“Yes,” he confessed, "there would 
be some minor changes in the lyrics; 
in the pronunciations, mostly.”

And il a singei texlay wants to 
make changes in the pronunciation 
of the lyric of any song in the opera, 
he added, it is perfectly reasonable 
to do so'.

“The world changes, and peoples’ 
ideas change,“ he mused. “When we 
worked on Porgy in 1935, it didn't 
matter whether the audience we 
were writing for was yellow, white 
or black. We thought, and wrote, in 
the acceptable lashion of the day. 
And the idea that what we were 
doing would in any way offend or 
hint anybody was farthest from our 
minds.

“DuBose loved the Negro, but 
still 1 came across a great many un
desirable words relating to Negroes 
in his original libretto. I got these 
words cut down drastically, but not 
wholly eliminated. Today, however, 
all words that might be construed 
offensively would go out altogether.”

Despite criticism in some quarters 
— particularly in the Negro press — 
of the U.S. State Department’s sjxm- 
sorship of the opera's tour of the 
USSR, Gershwin said he felt it was 
not at all a mistake to send the 
Porgy company on a tour of Rus
sian cities.

Here. Ira Gershwin is seen with Sam Goldwyn and Mrs. Dorothy Heyward. She is the widow of 
DuBose Heyward, in collaboration with whom Ira wrote the lyrics for Porgy.

“Why, it's as il it would be equ.illv 
wrong tor the Russians to send us 
their drama companies playing some 
of Maxim Gorky's plays which de
pict social conditions in Russia simi
lar to Catfish Row. Gorky’s The 
Lower Depths, lor example, cannot 
be taken as a ty pical portrayal ol the 
Russian people. So, I see nothing 
wrong in sending a period open ol 
one segment of American life for the 
Russians to see.”

Apart from eager anticipation of 
the publication of his book, work on 
which took three years, Gershwin 
has no present plans to do lyrics lor 
a new show. There is in the offing, 
however, a new Ella Fitzgerald pack
age of 51 songs by himself and 
George, which should take the better 
part of a year to make ready for re
cording, because of some changes in 
lyrics involved.

“When all this is over,” he 
shrugged, “I have 40 or 50 tunes 
around I’ve never written lyrics for. 
I may work on those.” Some of the 
songs to which Ira referred are bv 
George.

In general, Ira considers, his life 
is very gratifying.

“I’m supposed to be a pretty lazy 
fella," he chuckled, and took a long 
draw on his cigar. “But I keep verv 
active. I’m always active. The wav 1 
feel, 24 hours are simply not 
enough.” I
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PORGY PERFORMANCES

In the rash of recent vocal recordings on
two-disc package is
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"laugh and sing ami 
bieak your heart, if 
susceptible. Ml hough 
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the spirit is that of

This is a Porgy peí formalice you would 
: ill-advised to miss.

dance for two,” he'll 
vou arc cinotionallv 
he's heard here as a 

a few trumpet solos), 
Armstrong the trum-

ames. He seems to 
impressed bv. even

Miss Horne and Belafonte sound 
couple of kids wasting a Stein wav.

I bis, it will be recalled, is the

fm release until now by the astute 
Granz.

Miss Fitzgerald, singing with a 
|>ower that is rare even for her.

peter and great lyric spirit; the faded colors 
ol his glorv return to brightness.

Russell Garcia's arrangements leave noth-

Combining the voices of Davis and 
McRae on this selection from George 
Gershwin's Porgy and Bess was most judi
cious judgment on Decca's part. The two
singers complement 
making foi a trulv 
these tine melodies.

Carmen is heard

• Jazz Record Buyers Guide

• Caught in the Act

Gone. Gone, Gone; Summertime ;

Porgy anti Bess, this 
not only the best; it 
one that has musical 
existence, as opposed 
nomic justification of

If it's accurate to sav that Armstrong 
sounds like a Rubenstein at an upright.

iclease of the film version of the Gershwin 
work. This pairing was inspired. Made 
about two years ago. the album was held

Miles Davis/Gil Evans
M S PORGY AND BESS—Columbia CL 1274: 
The Buzzard Song; Bess, Yon Is My Woman

w 
1507 
time,

The inherent pensiveness of Gil Evans’ 
writing and the introversion of Miles Davis’ 
plaving produces something akin to a gas 
flame turned as low as it can l>e without
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Ella Fitzgerald-Louis Armstrong
■ s PORGY AND BESS—Verve MG V-4011-1 

an J MG V 4011-2: Overture; Summertime; I 
Houts to Stay Here; My Man’s Gone Now; I Got 
Plenty O' Nuttin'; Hazzard Song; Bess, You Is 
.Ui H oman Now; It Ain't Necessarily So; H hat 
I n It out H id Bess?; A Woman Is a Sometime 
Iking! Oh, Doctor Jesus; Medley, the street calle: 
Here Comes de Honey Man, Crab Man. and Straw- 
beery Homau; There's a Boal Dat's Leavin' Soon 
for New York; Bess, Oh Where's My Bess?; Oh 
Lined. I'm on My Way.

Personnel: Ella Fitzgerald and Louie Armstrong, 
vocals; Armstrong. trumpet; arrangements and 
musical direction, Russell Garcia.

nctty lazy 
ok a long 
keep very 
"he wav 1 
iply not

ie widow of 
sr-

nc.ir-operatic heights on some of the mate- 
rial. particularly My Man’s Gone Now: and 
she makes the streetcall Strawberry Woman 
into a gem of charm and piquance. In
deed. as the tracks progress, vou think she 
is cutting Armstrong—onlv to turn around 
and believe that Armstrong is cutting her. 
T he truth, of course, is that they are out
doing themselves.

As for Armstrong . . . well, this is an 
Aimstrong the younger generation has had 
little chance to know. T hough his voice is 
one of the most unpromising instruments 
anv man ever chose to work with, what 
he docs with it here is remarkable. Like 
a Rubenstein saddled with a battered old 
upright, he overcomes his instrument bv 
sheer force of innate musicianship, and 
athieves a degree of acting realism that is 
seldom heard this side of Frank Sinatra 
ot some of Matia Callas’ better perform

ing whatever to lie desired. Though modern 
in idiom, they retain the flavor of what 
Geishwin and his collaborators intended. 
From the skillfully-contrived overture on 
Side I to Yrtnstrong's strolling swinger. On 
My Hay, at the end. his arrangements are 
colorful and yet alwavs in control, provid
ing backing for the singers that is solid, 
and has beauty of its own as well.

As if all this weren't enough. Verve— 
normally the provider of the most unin
formative liner notes in the record business 
—has thrown in 10 pages of interesting 
ami informative reading on the background 
of Porgy and on the recording project, 
and then done the whole thing up in one 
of the most handsome packages of the year.

Harry Belafonte-I^na Horne
S PORGY AND BESS—RCA Victor LSO- 
: A Woman Is a Sometime Thing; Summer- 
; I Got Plenty of Nothin'; I Hants to Stay

Here; Bess. You Is My Homan: It Ain't Neces
sarily So; Street Calls: Strawberry Woman. The 
Honey Man and Crab Mau: My Man's Gone Now; 
Bess, Oh Where's My Bess: There's a Boat That's 
Leavin' Soon for New York.

Personnel: Harry Belafonte and Lena Horne, 
vocala; arrangements and musical direction by 
Lennie Hayton and Robert Corman.

have bhxked from release, on the grounds 
that it wasn't up to par. and would do her 
professional harm. RC \ Victor won the 
ensuing court case, and released the album 
with a claim from one of its spokesmen 
that it would clobber the competitive al
bums, including the Fitzgerald Yimstrong 
discs. I his, in the light of comparative 
listenings, turns out to be among the most 
preposterous claims in the prodigiously 
preposterous annals of modern press- 
agentry.

Miss Horne, it appears, was right. The

Horne’s street seems to be Park Avenue, 
and Belafonte in the street calls seems to 
be offering his wares on a byway in Jamaica. 
Whatever street they’re jointly trying to 
get to, they certainly do not end up on 
Catfish Row.

The album starts well with Belafonte’s 
Sometime Thing. Miss Horne does well on 
Summertime. But then Belafonte serves up 

what is possibly the most gutless perform
ance of Plently of Nothin' on record, and 
from there on the intention seems to lie to 
avoid Ix'ing tine to the flavor of the folk
opera as much as possible. I he arrange
ments are brittle and. on the whole, llashv.

RCA says the album is selling swiftlv. 
Ah well . . .

Sammy Davis-Carmen McRae
m PORGY AND BESS — Decca DL 78854: 
Summertime (conductor Jack Pleisl; A Homan Is 
a Sometime Thing (conductor Buddy Bregman 
with Bill Thompson Singers!; My Mans Gone 
Now (conductor Jack Pleisl; / Got Plenty o' 
Notin’ (conductor Morty Stevens); Bess. Yon Is 
My Woman (conductor Buddy Bregmani; It Ain't 
Necessarily So (conductor Buddy Bregman with 
Thompson Singers>; I Loves You, Porgy (con
ductor Jack Pleisl; There’s a Boat That's Leaving 
Soon for New York (conductor Morty Stevens); 
Ok. Bess, Oh, Where's My Bess (conductor Budds 
Bregman): Oh, Lord, I'm on My Way (conductor 
Morty Stevena with Thompson Singers).

Man's Gone Now, and / Love You, Porgy 
(the last with Davis), and each song is a 

gem. Her spring-pure voice seems uniquely 
suited to these soaring laments and ballads. 
The rest belongs to Sammv. and he swaggers 
or pleads in manner appropriate to his 
dual role of Sportin' l ife and Porgy. In 
the straight renditions Davis reveals a bari
tone voice of marked purity, compelling 
power, and sure intonation.

This fine album is a triumph l>oth for 
Miss McRae and Davis. The reviewers only 
regret is that Carmen did not have more 
singing to do.

A trulv excellent selection (in stereo or 
monaural) of Gershwin's music.

Bess, Oh Where's My Bess; Prayer (Oh Doctor 
Jesus); Fisherman. Strawberry, and Devil Crab; 
My Man's Gone Now; It Ain’t Necessarily So; 
Here Come de Honey Man; I Loves low. Porgy: 
There's a Boat That's Leaving Soon for New York.

Personnel: Miles Davis, featured trumpet; ar
rangements by and orchestra under the direction 
of Gil Evans; Louis Mucci, Ernie Royal. John 
Coles. Bernie Glow, trumpets; Willie Ruff. Julius 
B. Watkins. Gunther Schuller. French horns; Jim
my Cleveland. Joseph Bennett. Dick Hixon. Frank 
Rehak, trombones; Phil Bodner or Jerome Rich
ardson. and Romeo Penque. flutes; John i Bill I 
Barber tuba; Julian Adderley. Danny Banks, 
saxophones: Paul Chambers, bass; Philly Joe 
Jones or Jimmy Cohh. drums.
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YOU’VE HEARD IT SUNG 
EVERY WHICH WAY...BUT 
NEVER SWUNG THIS WAY

going out. Its heat is quiet, but very in 
tense.

IV hat is it possible to say now alxmt Gil 
Evans? This man has genius. He is one of 
the few liv ing composers whose magic passes 
all the technical tests for stature without

... say the Bells Are Ringing authors, 
Comden and Green, of Shelly Manne, 
André Previn and Red Mitchell’s mod
ern jazz transformation of the Bells 
score. A great addition to the best
selling Manne/Previn “Broadway Goes 
to Jazz” series on Contemporary: My 
Fair Lady, Li'I Abner, Pal Joey & Gigi.

“One of the best representatives of 
the modern school”— that’s what Leon
ard Feather calls pianist Hank Jones. 
“The greatest product of Gershwin’s 
genius”—that’s how the world rates 
the melodies from Porgy and Bess.
So...you give Hank those grand lunes, 
Al Cohn's room-to-roam arrangements, 
and solid rhythm support. And you’ve 
got yourself one fine jazz album!

Bill Evans, Everyone Digs Bill Evans (Riverside 12-291) 
Bennv Golson. The Other Side of Benny Golson 

(Riverside RLP 12-290)
Machito-Herbie Mann, Machito with Flute to Boot (Roulette R 52026) 
Thelonious Monk Orchestra at Town Hall (Riverside RLP 12-300) 
Vic Schoen-Les Brown, Stereophonic Suite for Two Bands (Kapp 7003)

g Cannonball Adderley, Things Arc Getting Better 
(Riverside RLP 12-286)

Count Basie Orch.. Basie One More Tune (Roulette Birdland
• Series-R-52024)
• Count Basie Orch., Basie One More Time (Roulette R 52024)
• Dick ( arv, Hot and Cool (Stereocraft RTN 106)
• Harry Edison, The Swinger (Verve MG V-8295)

Bud I reeman, and his Summa ( um Laude Trio (Dot DI P 3166)
Freddie Gambrell with Ben Tucker (World Pacific 1256)

* Bobby Hackett, Blues with a Kick (Capitol ST 1172)
• Chico Hamilton, Gongs East (Warner Bros WS 1271)
• Coleman Hawkins, The Genius of Coleman Hawkins,
• (Verve MG V-8261)
• Milt Jackson, Bags’ Opus (United Xrtists UAL 4022)
g Gene Krupa plays Gerry Mulligan Irrangements (Verve MG V 8292) 

Steve Lacy, Reflections (New Jazz 9206)
® Lou Levy Plays Baby Grand Jazz (Jubilee SDJLP 1101)
• Mundell Lowe, Porgy and Bess (Camden CAS 490)
• Blue Mitchell, Out of the Blue (Riverside RLP 12-293)
• Hank Mobley-Bills Root-( urtis Fuller-Lee Morgan. Another Monday
g Night al Birdland (Roulette R 52022)

Mill Mole, Aboard Ihe Dixie Hi-Flyer (Stepheny MF 4011)
Red Nichols and The Five Pennies at Marineland (Capitol ST 1163)

• Red Rodney Returns (Argo LP 613)
• Tonv Scott-Jimmy Knepper, Free Btown Iazz (Carlton STEP 12/113)
• Horace Silver, Finger Poppin’ (Blue Note 4008)
• Zoot Sims-Bob Brookmeyer, Stretching Out (United Artists UAL 4023)
g Cv Touff, Touff Assignment (Argo LP 641)

United Artists Roster of Great Stars, Some l.ike it Cool
(United Artists MX-21)

• Lcsiei Young-Teddv Wilson Quartet (Verve MG 8205)

persona). His debts are to himself: th, 
are things in this album that hark back .<> 
his davs of writing for Claude Thornhill.

Ihe Porgy songs are quite submerged in 
this album, soaked up bv the personalities 
—or rather, the joint personality—of Evans 
and Davis. You forget the underlying strm- 
titres and. since the music used is not in 
the standard \ \B V pop song form to be- n 
with, the album becomes a remarkable jazz 
experience, both tor the musicians and the 
listener, who will he forcibly reminded of 
the great seriousness ami the serious great 
ness in jazz, the universalitv in it that 
Andre Hodeir is always talking about

Some of the best of Miles is to be heatd 
in this album— along with -ome of the slop
piest. There are cracked and fuzzed notes

wanted and needed from the classical tradi
tion. and vet remained a jazz w liter, safelv 
evading the lure of contemporarv classical 
music, which has written itself up a blind 
allcv. In His control and reserve (notice 
Summertime) he can put vou in mind of 
Sibelius, who may have been the last classi
cal composer to express himself natural!« 
anil without calculation of effects and be-

AND

JOneS

SHELLY MANNED HIS FRIENDS 
ANDRE PREVIN & RED MITCHELL 
modern jazz performances of songs from 
BELLS ARE RINGING
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and other things that just shouldn't have 
b< > n let go. (Strawberry may make all but 
the most uncritical Davis fans squirm.) 
\\ hv these things were let pass is anybody 's 
gi ess. Maybe Miles didn t care. Mavbe they 
wire let pass in accordance with the dubi
ous faith that even mistakes are part of the 
whole and therefore to lie admired in jazz. 
M.tvbe it is because the executives-in-charge 
think that Miks’ stature is such that these 
considerations are small in comparison— 
which, as a matter of fact, is true.

In any case, the Davis-Evans relationship 
his again produced superb music. In the 
jazz albums of Porgy, this one is in a class 
bv itself. Which figures: it named its own 
terms.

Hank Jone*
«5 PORGY AND BESS—Capitol ST 1175: Sum
mertime; There's a Boat Dat's Leavin' Soon for 
New York; My Man’s Gone Now; A Woman Is 
a Sometime Thing; Bess, You Is My Woman; It 
Ain't Necessarily So; I Got Plenty O' Nuttin’; 
I Can’t Sit Down; Bess, Oh Where’s My Bess?; 
I Ain't Got No Shame.

Personnel: Jones, piano; Milt Hinton, bass; 
Elvin Jones, drums; Kenny Burrell, guitar.

ng of 
sriod.

2026) 
’-300) 
7003)

It is doubtful whether any single person 
— even Ira Gershwin — has heard all the 
recordings of Porgy and Bess. In the most 
recent rash of reinterpretations of I’&B 
tunes. Hank Jones’ tasteful 10 selections 
must rate high. His warm fondness for the 
original is apparent but does not inhibit his 
capacity for self-expression.

I he superlative rhythm section works 
gracefully and naturally with Jones.

No extraordinary jazz performances here, 
but this is a fine album of its kind. The 
stereo feature is somewhat superliuous in 
the piano-with-rhythm setup.

CLASSICS
Cliburn/Rachmaninoff

® S RACHMANINOFF PIANO CONCERTO 
NO. 5—RCA Victor LM-2355.

Personnel: Van Cliburn. soloist; Symphony oi 
the Air, conducted by Kiril Kondrashin.

8292)

Mt day

1163)

1 he easiest way to fall from grace w ith 
the cocktail-party cognoscenti these days is 
to venture the opinion that Van Cliburn is, 
after all, quite a musician. But anyone who 
listens to this recording with a knowledge 
of the concerto and some familiarity with 
other versions in the catalog will have to 
risk the snobs' displeasure.

\ctually, this a better job than Cliburn's 
best-selling record of a year ago, the 1 chai 
kovsky B Flat Minor, although that was 
a studio performance and this was taped 
in Carnegie hall during the concert he gave 
on May 19, 1958, immediately upon return
ing to New York from his Russian tri
umphs. Being a live performance, it suffers 
from a few untoward noises, anti lacks the 
plushy resonance that a studio-made disc 
can have. But as compensation it offers the 
excitement of crowd noises (coughs, ap
plause and so on), and the assurance that 
this is not a spliced and doctored perform-

113)

4023)

I here are undeniably more excited ver
sions of the Rachmaninoff Third than this: 
Horowitz, Gilds, and Janis all have power
ful entries. And the composer himself has 
left a great documentary reading of the 
woik. But Clibum’s interpretation is un
surpassed in its warmth and musicality. 

I ime and time again the listener finds him-

BLUE NOTE
THE FINEST IN JAZZ SINCE 1939

UP!
BOTTOMS

THEO SOUNDS 
e^GENE HARRIS, PIANO

ANDREW SIMPKINS, BASS
BILL DOWDY, DRUMS

BOTTOMS UP
THE THREE SOUNDS
Blue Note proudly present* the second LP by The Three Sounds 
who are fast becoming national favorites. You will enjoy this 
hard-swinging young group that has a fresh sound and down-to- 
earth feeling. Sit down and relax to Sesame Mucho, I Could Write 
A Book, Jinne Lou, Love Walked In, etc.

BLUE NOTE 4014

ART BLAKEY
BLUE NOTE 4004 BLUE NOTE 4006

HORACE SILVER
BLUE NOTE 4008
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Johnson, saxophones; Gerry Wiggins, piano; Bar
ney Kessel, guitar; Comfort, bass; Manne, drum*.
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phones; Arnold Ross, piano Bobby Gibbons, gi i- 
Ur; Joe Comfort, ba<s; Larry Bunker vibe 
Shelly Manne drums.

••Personnel; Carter, leader and alto; Al P. r- 
cino, Stu AVilliamson. Ras 1 riscari, Joe Gordon, 
trumpets; Pederson, Frink Rosolinu, Russ Brown.

Iru 
si ainl 
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Fiom the intriguing piano introduction on the first take of this session to the final measure. Golson and his fellow Philadel phian« demonstate the jovs of theii brand

For, as good as the Carter sound a tendency here to take away the ality of the tunes. The work swing along at a constant pace

trombones; Colette, Green, Jewel Grant,
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some like it hot...
... but everybody likes 

Barney Kessel

Poll-winner Kessel’s modern jazz per
formances of great tunes of the ’20s 
from the hit movie — I Wanna Be Loved 
By You, Stairway To The Stars, Sweet 
Sue,Runnin’ Wila,Sweet Georgia Brown, 
Down Among The Sheltering Palms, Pm 
Thru With Love, Sugar Blues, By The 
Beautiful Sea —with all-stars Joe Gor
don, trumpet; Art Pepper, clarinet, alto 
a id tenor saxes; Jimmie Rowles, piano; 
Monty Budwig, bass; and Shelly Manne, 
drums! M3565 Monophonic, 4.98; S7565 
Stereophonic, 5.98 at dealers everywhere.

CONTEMPORARY RECORDS 
8481 melrose place, les angeles 46, calif.

•‘The only thing that will draw 
him out, Dearie, is a Jensen 
needle.” 

self startled to hear that bv his phrasing and use of rubato the voung pianist can shift the focus and meaning of a familial passage without in any way disrupting the flow of the music. In this recording Cliburn once more has the collaboration of Kiril Kondrashin, who obviously -.hares his lyrical view of this concerto, a work renowned foi its virtuosic opportunities but one that is seldom treated to more than a surface performance.Cliburn takes no cuts in this concerto, and as an added demonstration of his dig ital assurance passes up the alternative cadenzas supplied by the composer, taking instead the more difficult original ones.This is Clibuin's second released record, although he is known to have recorded the Schumann concerto—which he refused to let Victor put out—and a number of solo pieces. What is holding up further Cliburn records is good material for conjecture: certainly Victor wotdd like to have pushed out a dozen by now. Possibly he is being carefully paced for a long run, rather than be ing given the flash-in-the-pan treatment.In sum, this second Cliburn release in a vear is a top-drawer effort that deserves more recognition than his first (though it is hardly likely to get it). In judging it for yourself, be swayed by what you hear from your loudspeaker rather than b« what vou might pick up at cocktail parties.
Mozart

ra COSI FAN TUTTE (Excerpts)—London OS- 
25047.

Personnel: Lisa Delh Casa, Christa Ludwig, 
Emmy Loose. Erich Kunz, Anton Derm»ta, Paul 
Schoftlcr, Vienna State Opera Chorus .nd Vienna 
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Karl Bahin

Rating: 1r * ♦
S MOZART: Die Zauberflotc (Excerpt«)—Lon

don OS-25046.
Personnel Hilde Gueden Wilma Lipp. Walter 

Berry, Leopold Simoneau, Kurt Boehme, Emms 
Loose. Christa Ludwig; Vienna State Opera Cho
rus, and Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted 
by Karl Bohm.Both these one-record releases are boiled- down versions of three-record "complete opera” sets of several vears ago. Except for Della Casa’s work in Cosi fan Tutte and Simoneau’s in Die Z.auberflote, the singing here is not memorable; still, it is nearly always adequate. Hilde Gueden’s insecure off pitch flights in coloratura passages are the main defects in the Z.auberflote.Caution: unless you know the opera and recognize the voices there is no wav to tell who is singing which role. The liners omit that information.

Ruby Braff
3 YOU’RE GFTTING TO BE A H ABH AV1TH 
ME—Sterocraft RCS 507: Someday Sweetheart; 
When Y'our Lover Has Gone; You're Getting To 
Be m Habit With Me; Let's Do It; Swing That 
Music; You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To; 
Taking a Chance On Love; Cabin in the Pines; 
Lazy; If Dreams Come True.

Personnel: Ruby Braff, trumpet; Don Elliott, 
vibes; Mundell Lowe, guitar; Milt Hinton, bass; 
Hank Jones, piano on Lover as Gone, Do It, 
Chance, and Habit; Nat Pierce on piano for the 
remainder.I his is an interesting and worthwhile collection of lunes that have made an impression on trumpeter Rubv Biaff. Braff is a born jazz horn man, and an individualist to boot, capable of placing good jazz in anv setting Yet his individualism sometimes has had a tendency to get him classi fled as a lone eagle.

Hot his individualism has hill swa He is working with a fine rhythm sectio . and interprets the songs as they appear t > him freely, and as a jazz man.The track on Lazy is particularly impri sive. It swings hard, and Ruby’s phrasii , is a delight. Lazy is an old melody, ran heard these days. Ruby has used it on v as a base from which to work, and ! - feelings come through effectively.

oí laza

Benny Carter
M ASPECTS—United Artists UAL. 4017: J..r 
1« January*. February Fiesta*; March Wind' 
I’ll Remember April*; One Morning in May 
lune Is Busting Out ill Over**; Sleigh Ride ,» 
July**; August Moon*; September Song*; Sou
thing for October**; Swingin’ in November*'; 
Roses In December**.

* Personnel: Benny Carter, leader and alto sax. 
Shorty Sherock, Conrad Gozzo, Pete Candoli, I in 
Rasey, trumpets; Tommy Pederson. George K b
erts, Herbie Harpe’ trombones; Buddy Colei: v.

This sequence, based on the months of the year, surely made it easy for the production people to keep the order of the tunes in place. Although the melodies van and are disimilar in structure, the Carter arrangements give them all a common denominator. But this has its disadvantage 

1878: 
St ambii 
Blues;

straight line, without high or low points. (arter’s always-tmpeccable alto stands out a bit on April and August Moon.The four Carter originals, March Wind, 
lugust Moon, Something for October written to fill out the scheme of things, and 
Swingin’ in November, are musicalh inter

Dixieland Sampler
»1 DIXIELAND SAMPLER—Jubilee DSJLP 804: 

Darktown Strutters Ball; Milneberg Joys; Oh 
Mein Papa; Tin Roof Blues; Blues My Naughty 
Sweetie Gave to Me; Sweet Georgia Brown; 
Ballin' the Jack; Basin Street Blues; Anna; Baby, 
Won’t You Please Come Home!; Muskrat Ramble; 
South Rampart Street Parade.

Bands: The Salt City Five (tracks 1, 10); Con
rad Janis (tracks 2, 12); David Bee (tracks 3, 9); 
Stan Rubin (tracks 4, 7); The Spring Street 
Stompers (tracks 5. 8, 11); The College All Star»« 
(tracks 6. 11).

Rating: #Unless minimum standards of prole* *ionalism are attained, it is useless for the reviewer to make comments or comparison*, for there is nothing with which to begin This noisy hodgepodge, for example, is but one step above the level of high school am ateurs.The Salt City Five is the best of the six groups; it is only because of their fairly ac ceptable secondhand Condon isms that ihi* collection receives anv rating at all.
Benny Golson

W BENNY GOLSON AND THE PHILADEL
PHIANS—United Artists UAL 4020: You're Not 
the Kind; Blues on My Mind; Stablemates: 
Thursday's Theme; Afternoon in Paris; Calgary 

Personnel: Benny Golson, tenor; Lee Morgan 
trumpet; Ray Bryant, piano; Percy Heath, bass: 
Philly Joe Jones, drums.
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Benny’s freewheeling solo in Calgary; and 
the exchange of fours with Philly Joe on 
the same track, brief bill rewarding.

Th- Third Man Theme; Whistlin' Blues 
Should I

Marshall leuder, arranger, guitar

tenorist’s Thursday’s;

ALONE WITH THE BLUES 
RAY BRYANT

st aint and control than

in a peripheral jazz context. There is a 
great variety of tempo and mood in the 
dozen tracks and enough flexibility in the

of the six 
fairly ac

; that this

igh the Tulips; Hot 
Outside; Walkin*

Clouds ; Whistle While

Another interesting soloist is clarinetist 
Harold Cooper who at one time played 
with the Dukes of Dixieland. He plavs 
sensitive New Orleans-styled solos on sev
eral of the tiaiks.

urns. On Blues, he gets slightly hung 
during his solo, but comes out of it 

h a defiant flourish. Golson is a golden-
d it i 

and

Ruting- * dr dr
I his second 1P set from the

as an example of daring brilliance) is an 
¡dial combination. Brvant and Heath solo 
with pertinancy and to cogent effect.

Other highlights: The reflective mood 
and thoughtful solo work bv Golson and

<>( fill. All play with vigor and intelligence, 
and if Philly Joe sometimes gets a little 
( tied away, it’s all m the spirit of things, 
tl main order of business is well taken

nonths of 
the pro

er of the 
odies vaiv 
the Carter 
mmon de
advantage.

is. it has 
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As has been observed before

BLOW ARNETT, BLOW PRLP 7151* 
ARNETT COBB (Eddie Davis)

zither;
phones.___ ___________ _ ___ ______..... «... ,
trumpets; Milt Bernhart, trombone; Bob Ene
voldsen, valve trombone; George Roberts, bass 
trombone (on Mimi only); Milt Raskin, piano; 
Barney Kessel, guitar; Joe Mondragon or Mike 
Kubin, bass; Shelly Manne, drums; Larry Bunk
fr, Milt Holland, or Lou Singer, percussion.

Jack Marshall 
SOUNDSVILLE Capitol T 1194 The River

Il anderer. 
Personnel: M Hirt, trumpet und lender
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teil brand*

of profes
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pages this band does not seem to have di
rection, and as a result, performances in 
anv one direction seem pedestrian.

Hirt’s group ranges from lust A Closer 
Walk through Harry James' Feet Draggin’

Wabash. The other is Illinois trombonist 
Bob Havens. Havens was entranced by New 
Oilcans while playing a four week engage 
meat in the ( rescent Citv with Ralph 
Flanagan’» orchestra several years ago. He 
later left Flanagan and went hack to New

Hirt tries to match I ouis Armstrong's old 
trick of high note virtuosity.

Ihere are two quite able musicians in 
the group who, on several occasions, pre 
sent solos that are promising. Otte of these 
is Ronnie Dupont, the young New Orleans-
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COLEMAN HAWKINS

M Hirt
M SWINGIN' DIXIE AT DVN'S PIER 600 IN 
MW ORLEANS Vol 2—Audio Fidelity AFI.P 
1878: Darkfown Strutters Ball; Wabash Blues; 
Stumblin . beet Draggin’ Blues; Wang Wang 
Blues. Battle Hymn of The Republic; Chicago; 
I Can’t Get Started; Just a Closer Halt With 
Ihee; Star Dust; Sweet lorraine; Song of The
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12" High Fidelity Albums—Free Catalog 

Prestige $4 98—New Jazz $3 98 

Stereo $5.98
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guitarist, and harmonica plaver in con
versation on the background anti conditions 
leading to the development of true country 
blues.

Personnel : John Lewis, p 
vibraharp ; Percy Heath, bass

We’ve just celebrated our 10th 
anniversary. Our Good Time Jazz 
label began operations May 1949 
with the first Firehouse Five Plus 
Two session, and the FH5 + 2 still 
records exclusively for GTJ !

In 1951 we started the Con
temporary label to do modern 
classics (we still do them), and in 
1953 began recording modern jazz. 
Our first exclusive CR recording 
stars were Shelly Manne and Bar
ney Kessel, and we are happy to 
report they have just signed new 
long-term recording contracts.

The big news this month is that 
Shelly Manne & His Friends are 
back with a new album, Bells Are 
Ringing. The Friends are André 
Previn and Red Mitchell. Anyone 
who digs Shelly & Friends’ My 
Fair Lady will certainly want this 
latest collaboration. (Contem- 
poiary M3559 & Stereo S7559).

On Good Time Jazz, The Fa
mous Castle Jazz Band of Port
land, Oregon, comes up with 12 
happy and hi-fi Dixieland perform
ances of tunes featured in the 
new Danny Kaye picture, The 
Five Pennies. Four new tunes and 
eight old favorites: My Blue 
Heaven, Indiana, Ja-da, That’s 
A Plenty, etc. (Good Time Jazz 
M12037 & Stereo S10037).

Sonny Rollins, the “colossus" of 
the tenor sax, is back for his sec
ond Contemporary album, this 
time with the top stars who record 
for CR: Shelly Manne, Barney 
Kessel, Hampton Hawes, Leroy 
Vinnegar, and Victor Feldman 
(on one tune). Naturally the 
album is called Sonny Rollins <£ 
The Contemporary Leaders. Sonny 
picked eight tunes, all standards. 
It’s a must for Rollins fans.

Our latest issue of the GTJ & 
CR NEWS, now in its fourth year, 
is being mailed to 85,000 friends 
throughout the world. It will keep 
you posted on our new releases 
and the doings of our artists. It’s 
free! Simply mail the postage- 
paid card from any of our factory- 
sealed albums.

Our records are available at 
record stores everywhere. Nation
ally advertised manufacturer’s 
list prices are $4.98 for all our 12' 
monophonic albums, and $5.98 for 
all our stereo albums.

Nobody can accuse this of being a jazz 
album but from the standpoint of con
summale musicianship all the recording

Zone State

Sonny Rollins, tenor saxophone, on Bags' 
.ind Night in Tunisia.

Rating: dr dr ★

emulate it’ perfectionist and meticulous ex
ecution.

For fans of the human whistle Marshall

:o protect
Vocally 

valid rea-

wm A STUDY in
Kr tai ‘ trumpet and cornet

techniques by one of today's 
finest musicians. Wonderful for 

just listening, too Eight popular 
and classic selections. Send today 

for this unique collector’s album—
DON JACOBY —Box 107, Elkhart, Ind.

Available in stereo — $4.98

Modern Jazz Quartct/Sonny Rollin«
Mj The Mndern Jazz Quartet at Music Inn. Vol. 
2. with guest artist Sonny Rollins Atlantic 1299 
Medley of Stardust, I Can t Get Started, and 
Lover Man; Yardbird Suite Midsummer ; Festival

is vividly portrayed bv the discussion of 
such subjects as Jim Crow poverty, murder, 
thain gangs, levee camps, and frustrated 
love. Sometimes tine wonders if things have 
gotten any better over the last 17 years: 
this record should be played over all radio 
stations in Mississippi

The work falls in the same category for

combination of 
three men who

BEST NEW 
DANCE BAND 

OF THE 
YEAR!! !

a first rale representation of the quartet 
But what thev do is still far ahead of what 
most other group* are doing todav.

Perhaps the most attractive track is the 
performance of Charlie Parkers Yardbird

you can buy 
JAZZ and FOLK recordings 

at SEYMOUR'S RECORD MART 
439 S. Wabash, Chicago S, III. 

. . . that you can't find 
anywhere else.

the famed Jelly Roll 
on Riverside: it is an

Stud' 
quid 
Send 
samp

Clouds, a melody once associated with the 
late Django Reinhardt, and the soloist 
does achieve a certain tonal similarity to

I hus. this disc i 
talking and singing 
asked to remain ai

Editor, GTJ & CR NEWS 

published by contemporary records, inc 
8481 Melrose Place. Los Angeles 46, California

United Artists UAL 4027; Life Is Like That; 
I Could Hear My Name in P.D.; Ratty Section, 
I’m Going to Memphis; Have You Ever Been 
lo Nashville?, Stagolee; Oh ’Berta; Murderer's 
Home; Don't Foe Hear Your Mother Calling?; 
Slow Lonesome Blues; Another Man Done Gone; 
Fast Boogie.

Personnel: Three Mississippi Delta Blue« 
musiciens named Leroy, Natchez, ind Sib. Real 
identity ot the participants is withheld

Rating: di + dr dr dr
\ powerful documentary recorded by

CONNSTELLATION 
TRUMPET AND CORNET

CLAUDE 
GORDON 

BAND

Three WESTLAKE alumm now in Gordon s 
winning band were in WESTLAKE classes 
last autumn

RON BRANDVIK—tenor-sax (Fargo, N D
DICK FORREST—trumpet (Brooklyn, N.Y ) 
JACK REDMOND—trombone

(Bethany, Mo)
T j reach the tib enroll at WESTLAKE.

Write for free catalog and check information wanted 
□ 2 yr diploma □ 4 yr. degree. Tuitron includes 

’ private lessons per week. Daily band and combo, 
dorms, payment plan, appr. for vets. 3 starting 
semesters □ Fall, □ Spring □ Summer. □ Home 
Study Arranging course 1 Summer Dance Band 
Clinic for High School Students (4 wks ). □ Jazz 
Originals for Combo and Combo Arrangements

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

(DB72359)

20th centurv “classical" composers and is 
onlv mildlv interesting in this rase—the 
quartet gets down to a strong performance

AVE
39 I
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JjJrgS ' Make Mora Money

TV needs top-notch arranger*. Earn big 
fee*. Learn to orcho*trat<: for all instru
ment*.
Thi* convenient HOME STUDY Harmony 

thorough ... with all the tricks of modern 
arranging drawn from leading musicians 
‘he country over.
Study at heme in spare time, it's the 
quick, inexpensive way toward high pay. 
Send now for free Catalog and illustrated 
sample lesson*. No obligation.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
CONSERVATORY

Dept. 279 • 2000 S Michigan
□□ DANCE BAND ARRANGING 

Marching Band Arranging
□ □
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8 Professional Trumpet
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□ Ear Training * Sight Singing
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Notice to Drummers!
It's Ready!

It's Free!
It's Terrific!

Write today for your copy 
of the new 48 page Avedis 
Zildjian "Cymbal Set-Ups 
of Famous Drummers."

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN COMPANY
39 Fayette St., No Quincy, Mass., U.S.A 

of the work. The medlev of three ballads is 
routine at times, pretentiously fragile (even 
if that sounds like a contradiction in terms) 
at others.

Rollins doesn’t reallv fit in with the 
group. He stands in front of it and plavs, 
which is probably due to the familiar in
sularitv of the group. I he rhvthm in places 
is leaden, but this is probabh the fault of 
the in-person recording. Rollins is effective
ly and humorously succinct on Night, 
though this composition has acquired such 
a sturdy association with strippers that its 
value as a vehicle for jazz performance has 
tieen seriously jeopardized. Indeed, maybe 
that’s why Rollins chose to be so laconic. . .

Morris Nanton
S ROBERTA — Warner Brother« WS 1279: 
You’re Devastating; Smoke Gets in lour Eyes; 
Let's Begin; I Won’t Dance; Lovely lo Look At; 
Yesterdays; The Touch of Your Hand

Personnel: Nanton, piano; Norman Edge, bass; 
Charlie Persip, drums.

Rating: * ★

If every musical has to be put to jazz 
sooner or later, and it kxiks that wav now. 
certainly Roberta is a lirst-dass entry. The 
tunes, in fact, stand up better than Morris 
Nanton s routine interpretations, which 
are alxmt as individualistic as a split-level 
house.

Between and under the waves of in
offensive pianistic cliches can be heard 
Charlie Pcisip, a better-than-average drum
mer.

What kind of people, if anv. buy a 
package like this? Presumably it finds its 
wav to the customer who wants Music to 
Converse over Martinis By. which causes 
one to wonder if this sort of connoisseur 
likes his martinis watered down t<x>.

Don Redman and The Knights 
of the Roundtable

DIXIELAND IN HIGH SOCIETY — 
Roulette-25070: High Society; Diga Dita Doo; Co
penhagen; I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles; After 
You’ve Gone; San: National Emblem March; 
Milneberg Joys; Alice Blue Gown; The World Is 
Waiting for the Sunrise: Wang Hang Blues; 
Chinatown. My Chinatown.

Personnel ■ Don Redman, leader nnd soprano 
saxophone; Buster Bailey, clarinet. Tift Jordan 
and Yank Lawson, trumpets; Cutty Cutshall and 
Frank Saracco. trombones: Moe Wechsler, piano; 
Lloyd Trotman, string bass; Harry London, tuba; 
Al Caiola, banjo; James Crawford, drums.

Rating: * * *
This Dixie dozen was taped in two sepa

rate sessions. I here is eventhing here but 
the bathroom plunger. Vou get honkv- 
tonk piano, banjo, tuba, a ratchet, Taft 
Jordan on Monday, Yank Lawson on Tues
day. and a soprano saxophone: and during 
the festivities the music dredges up many 
visions of the past.

Most of the men on this date are old 
enough to remember when the tunes 
plaved were being plaved as popular songs 
of the dav. On this date, thev relive some 
of the musical customs of the times.

It is interesting to note that Redman's 
own recordings of the late 1920s and the 
1930s were far bevond this sort of thing 
musically. This disc should Ire in the re
cord libraries of all those jazz listeners who 
seem to feel jazz production stopped in 
1930.

Shorty Rogers
M 'Si CHANCES ARE IT SWINGS—RCA Victor 
LSP-1975: Chances Are; No Such Luck; h’s not 
for Me to Say; Lilac Chiffon; I Just Don’t Know; 
Who Needs You; Everybody Loves a Lover; Come 
to Me; My fery Good Friend in the Looking

LAST
CHANCE

Stan Kenton 
and Staff* 

to hold 

Musicamp
Enrollment soon closing

at INDIANA UNIVERSITY
JULY 26 thru AUG. 1« 1959
★ The staff . . .

• LAURINDO ALMEIDA, guitar 
a RUSS GARCIA, arranging
• DR. GENE HALL (Dean)
• DON JACOBY, trumpet
• JOHN LA PORTA, reeds
• SHELLY MANNE, drums
• TOMMY SHEPARD, trombone 

and others to be announced
Enrollment limited 

Mail coupon now!

NATIONAL STAGE BAND CAMP
Boi 221, South Bond, Indiana

Please send me details of the Stan Kenton 
Clinics, to be held at Indiana University, July 26 
thru August 1. 1959

NAME_________________________________ AGE------------

ADDRESS________________________________________

CITY STATE.
723

Record* thippad any wham

mODERR music
627 N. KINGSHIGHWAY 
ST. LOUIS 8, MO„ U.S.A.

ALL RECORDS REVIEWEU IN DOWN BEAT 
AVAILABLE THRU US-OUR SERVICE IS FAST 

All records shipped are factory fresh. Send for de
tails on your bones offer of FREE JAZZ LP*.

Foreign Order* Welcome
MAMMOTH LP SALE-FREE CATALOGUES 

$1.00 Deposit on CODs/No CODs Overseas

JAKE TRUSSELL'S "After Hours Poetry"
Jazz, nightlife, and after hours characters from 
Mexico to New York City. Written by a jazz disc 
jockey and former band leader. Your jazz literature 
collection is incomplete without it.

Send $1.00 to JAKE TRUSSELL
Box 951 Kingsville, Texas

Price includes mailing.

Exclusive Photos
BANDS IN ACTION

Action pictures of all name leaders, mu
sicians. vocalists, also Rock n’ Roil Artists. 
Guaranteed to please. 50c each: 4 for $1.00.

ARSENE STUDIOS
7S6—7th Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.

Glossy 8/10 Unobtainable elsewhere

! ' SPECIAL !! 
ANY $3.98 —$4.98 

JAZZ LP
Special price now available for all 

Down Beat Readers
MILT’S RECORD SHOP

1804 South St. Phila.. Pa.
$1.00 Deposit on C O D.
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THE MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT CO., ELKHART, IND.

Learn all styles t Popular and Jazz
Ragtime, Boogie Woogie, Swing, Bop, Progressive and Latin American 

all in one and the same course!

PIANO 
GUITAR 

TRUMPET

J Pieove tend me FREE and with no obligation 1 SAXOPHONE 
, information on your correspondence courses- ’ MODERN 
1 CIRCLE your instrument and mail today! * HARMONY

Advanced and Beginners I
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Empire State School of Music 2ROSELLE PARK0 N Y

JAZZ AT RAVINIA
HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS

Music Under The Stars

KINGSTON TRIO plus GERRY MULLIGAN
Admissinn tn Park ®n ,hc 4ome P'»9'®m«amission io rant Phones: Northern

1.000 Un“ med Jill Y ■ Suburbs ID 2 1236
Free Seats JULI A A ” A T Chicago ST 2-9696.

Free Parking — 8:30 pm After 5PM
Ad » «bit Coming August 5 4 7 Story of Blues HO 5-7600

Glass. You Know How 
love; Teacher, Teacher,

1 Very Sf, tal

Personnel (small group with a big band! : Sb rty 
Rogers. arranger and conductor; Al Porcino, Pete 
Candoli. Conte Candoli, Ray Triscari, Ollie Mit
chell, trumpets; Don Fagerquist, jazz trumpet in 
small hand; Harry Betts, Dick Nash. Kenny Shroy
er. trombones; Bob Enevoldsen. valve tromb< ne: 
Bill Holman. Bud Shank, Richie Kamuca, Chuck 
Gentry, saxes; Gentry, bass clarinet; Paul II >rn 
clarinet; Pete Jolly, piano; Barney Kessell or 
Howard Roberts, guitar in small hand; Mel I vis. 
drums; Red Norvo or Gene Estes, vibes.

Shorty Rogers is capable of so much n nre 
than this and so is the impressive lineup of 
musicians mot listed on the liner) called 
on to play this collection of songs bv Roheit 
Allen.

Allen’s own comments are to the < iea 
that if big bands today only plaved jazz 
arrangements of the latest or recent hits, 
whv now. the hands would be back to
morrow. That mav. or may not be the use. 
but there is more emphasis on Allen s songs 
here than some of them warrant.

Rogers must have done his arranging
with onlv half a head of steam The ar-

mannered, and the brass figure at the open
ing of Special Love is right oil Glenn 
Miller s Tuxedo function. If this was meant 
as a gag. it misfires.

Where there is room for them, there are 
sonic good solos, though Kessel’s sound is 
uncomfortablv nasal. The ensemble plav mg 
is slick, correct, and very, very studio.

Don Shirley
M DON SHIRLEY WITH IWO BASSIS — 

Cadence Cl P 3008: Porgy and Hess Snite; I ilka 
Dots and Moonbeams; Walkin' My Baby Back 
Home These Foolish Things: Honeysuckle Hose: 
September Song Body and Soul; I'll Be Seeing

Personnel: Shirley, piano; two basses unidenti
fied.

Should vou be seeking a pianist who can 
compound Erroll Garner (minus the swing)

vou will be phased with Don Shirlev’s mu 
album He uses two has- plaven, which is 
a- anv bo<b knows twice as good as one
bass plaver. Oh ves, there is 
important point: Aichie Bleyer 
is a ven tine album.

one othei 
thinks this

Jean Thielemans
W T MAN BITES HARMONICA — Riverside 
RLP 1125: East of tke Sun; Don't Blame Me; 
¡Sth Century Ballroom; Soni Station; Fuudamen- 
tai Frequency; Strutting with Some Barbecue; Im
agination: Isn’t It Romantic.

Personnel: Thielemans, harmonica and guitar;
Pepper 
W ilbur

On

Adams, baritone sax: Kenny Drew, piano;

Beigian-lmm virtuoso
Thielemans proves once more that the man 
is more important than the instrument, 
that if vou ate musician enough, vou tan 
get music out of anything. The late Dcimh 
Biain could get it out of a hose pipe. In 
Thielemans’ hands the harmonica ( which 
he prefers to the guitar he also plavs) , be
comes a true jazz horn, and an instrument 
of bcautv.

The session is a light, happy and swing
ing one \t times, particularly on the cx- 
cellcnt rhielcmans original. Frequency, it 
swings very hard indeed. I he plaving of 
everyone is basically extroverted, as if the
spirit of leader Thielemans had commim- 

to every one of the musicians. I he 
original, Soul Station, is an effective

blues, effectively plaved. 
line angrv solo.

I hiehm.ms docs the

Drew gets off a

most remarkable

Perso 
r. B<

Shank

Kigers.

H.illibu

Manne.

kmd <

singen

Rosoli
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S M 
3112:
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You can win from I to 6 ol the latest LPs by filling in the coupon below.tes unidenti-

lhe rating is raised bv the instrumental

ol jazz potential should be ashamed.

s M

You and the Sight and the

I eamre

(. holds & Discords
able in today s gimmick-burdened record

technicpie, tone, and sense of discipline I ouis Armstrong Story

Tape Cartridge Story

AFM Story

effect Caught tn the Act
pleasing and fascinating, but seldom much

-----------1 am a professional

LI 30______ I am a subscriber
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nnd guitar: 
irew. piano;

oil Glenn 
was meant

not be denied, for there is a little of every
thing here—rhvthm guitar, amplified solos.

>e the i ise. 
lien’s songs

it who can 
the swing) 
cnsith itv).

plavs) . Ire- 
instrument

commini' 
clans. The 
n effective 
gets off a

Train and Endville— 
Frank Rehak. Jimmy 
trombones. Chet Am- 
Sima replace ScNinger 
guitar: Jerry Citron,

"good bottom sound." are 
devices used in Williams*

the ellect 
»laved ¡a// 
ecent hits

, which is 
od as one 
one othei 
thinks this

ind swing
in the ex
<1 tiene v. it 
plavtng of

ent from those, 
use of tuba and 
what he calls a 
but two of the 
fresh treatment.

arranging 
i. The ar-

Picture, if you will, the impeccable Bol
shin Ballet company performing at it* best.

. there are 
s sound is 
>le plav ing 
studio.

Kessel; 
; Mel I 
>ea.

— I do not play a musical instrument

—.----- 1 buy Down Beat on the newsstand

identified with a particular name band ol 
the past, by applying to them the Fletcher

Gentlemen:
Here is my preference

stage lo dance a leading role. I hat s the 
kind of aesthetic slap in the face RCA 
Victor has dealt us with this album—a true

This album is deiiniteh not an attempt 
at recreation, nor is it designed foi nostal
gia. It might be considered more of an 
attempt at updating.

lack of natural vocal equipment behind a 
"personality* facade a* some nonsinging

<>ne. lhe listener will benelit from the 
intelligent application of stereo techniques

M Viola 
GUITARS—Liberty LST 7112 or I.RP

fair in Brussels, Belgium.
Williams approached the 

swing classics herein all of

Irms, Snpkistifated lady; Always; The Owe I 
Love Belongs to Somebody Else; Lover.

Personnel: Viola, all guitars.
Rating: ♦ ♦ ♦ »2

This is one of lhe oh so-few though (fill

and “section”

jazz talent, delightful arrangements by 
Jimmv Ron les, and . . . Bobby I roup!

Singer I roup does not muster enough 
chai in to oil set his tec hnical shortcomings

George \\ ¡Ilium» Or« lit -tra
M SWING Cl VSSIC IN HI-FI United Ar- 
ti*t* I M 3027: Marie; Flying Home; Boogie. 
' rkawoogie; Back Bay Shuffle; Breakin in a

For Jug; Baby; “A" 
same trumpets; Mitehell, 
Cleveland, Rodney Levitt 
sterdani, Gene Alien, Zoot 
and Cohn, reed,: same

Very Sp. ,a¡

«nd ■: Sb rty 
’orcino, i’ete 
, Ollie Mit
: trumpet in 
Kenny Shroy. 
e trombone:

with harmonica, and this album, 
which permits him to express himself as 
tl honest-to-goodness jazzman he is. has 
b< n long overdue. If you’ve never heard 
I iclemans by all means listen to this IP 
_ i for its novchv value. When the novelty 
h ,* worn oil you’ll still have the solid jazz 
tl ,ii is in every note that he plavs.

mich o ore i* lineup of Bobbs Troup
m 5 STARS OF JAZZ RCA Victor LSP 1959: 
5, ./ for Tou Yesterday; Back in > our Own Back 
}ard; I'm Through with Love; Oh! You Crasy 
\l,on; Perdido: Take Me Out to the Ball (iame: 
I You Is or Is You Ain't My Baby?: As Long as 
I Live; Please Be Kind: Tulip or Turnip; Tip- 
D e Through the Tulips.

Personnels include: Troup, vocals: Benny Car
ter. Bob Cooper. Chuck Gentry. Bill Holman, 
I’.tul Horn. Plas Johnson. Richie Kamuca. Bud 
Shank, reeds; Buddy Childers. Conte Candoli, 
|\ce Candoli. Ollie Mitchell. Al Porcino. Shorty 
Rogers. Ray Triscari, Stu Williamson, trumpets: 
Milt Bernhart. Harry Betts, Bob Enevoldsen. John 
Halliburton. Dick Nash. Frank Rosolino, Kenny 
Shroyer, trombones; Jimmx Rowles, piano; Red 
Norvo, vibes; Barney Kessel, guitar; Monty Bud
wig or Joe Mondragon, bass; Mel Lewis or Shelly 
Manne, drums.

Baby Hack 
tackle Rose:

— Riverside 
Blame Me.

, Fuudumni- 
tirhecue; Im-

y irt lioso 
it the man 
nstrumenl. 
i. von can 
ate Dennis 
e pipe In
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musical

of the articles listed below:

Page Your Rating Feature Page Your Rating

6 — Double Blindfold 32_______

9 — Strictly Ad Lib « _____________

9 — Record Reviews 23 _____________

9 — Porgy A Bess Review 16 _____________

14 — Andre ’revm Storv 13_____________

34 — (ra Gershwin Story 20 _____________

instrumentmusician ---- .----1 play a
Age----

My Baby; Pompton Turnpike; The Breese and I; 
Take The "A" Train; Endville Chorus.

Personnel: For Marie; Shuffle; Shoes: and 
Breese and I—Art Farmer, Ernie Royal, Joe New
man. Markie Markowitz, trumpets; Tommy Mitch
ell, Jim Dahl, Bob Asher, Wayne Andre, trom
bones; Sol Schlinger, Alvin Cohn, Frank Soca- 
low, Gene Quill. Morty Lewis, reeds; Freddie 
Green, guitar; Moe Wechsler, Chet Amsterdam, 
pianos; Charlie Persip. drums; Clyde Lombardi, 
string bass; Jay McAllister, tuba.

piano: same drums and string bass: Harvey Phil
lips, tuba.

For Plying; Boogierockawoogie ; Dram Bon fie; 
PomfihiR Nick Travis. Barry Galbraith replace 
Art Farmer, trumpets: Bob Asher replaces Levitt, 
trombones; Schlinger replaces Allen, reeds: Hank 
Jones, piano; Don Lamond, drums; George Du
vivier, string bass; Phillips, tuba.

Williams is an arranger whose experience 
dates from the 1930 s. Hi arranged for the 
late Jimmie Lunceford** baud. I ionel 
Hampton's first band of 1910, the Glenn 
Miller band, Gene Krupa. Harry James. Ray 
Anthony, anti Vaughn Monroe Recently 
he wrote for Jackie Gleason and did the 
IxM.k Benny Goodman used at the world’s
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“I think you can be funky and swing .

reminds me of the oldand tenor
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Shelly Manne. The Floater (from Pe'er Gunn, 
stereo) Victor Feldman, vibes; Hank Mancini, 
composer; Conte Candoli, trumpet; Manne, 
drums.
I love the tune because it’s verv

George Shearing. Little Niles (Capitol) 
Shearing, piano; Percy Brice, drums; Emil 
Richards, vibes; Jean Thielemans, guitar; 
Randy Weston, composer,
For an on-the-spot, that’s vvondei-

Or 
b< is 
m id-1

blindfold test Don Elliott

Introducing Don Elliott in his fust Down Beat Blindfold T st 
four years ago, I described him as "the most versatile artist in 
contemporary jazz.” Today there are even more indications th.m 
in 1955 ot the adaptability of his talents.

In recent years he has stayed around New York as much as 
possible, playing everything horn trumpet and mellophone to 
organ, bongos, and vibes. He has worked jazz jobs, pop rec< id 
dates, has recorded vocal albums and has even made a nic he 
for himself in the world of commercial radio and television 
jingles.

Recently he was co-writer (with Sacha Burland) and leader 
on a song recorded by his own combo bearing the season's 
sneeziest title* Would You Believe It, I Have a Cold Cha Cha 
Cha.

The Blindfold Test below is one of a double-take session. I 
submitted the identical set of records to Don and Milt Jackson. 
Jackson's comments appeal opposite.

1. Count Basie-Tony Bennett. Jeepers Creepers 
(Roulette). Basie, piano

I’m sure it’s Tony Bennett and 
Count Basie. The saxes sound a lit
tle hit sirupy, recording-wise. I have 
a hunch that for stereo recordings, 
they try to soup everything up . . . 
\s great as it is, I’ve heard Count’s 
band sound much better on the Rou
lette label—I assume it's Roulette— 
or maybe it’s Columbia.

The brass was good ... 1 also no
ticed that there might have been a 
splice there—whether it was Count or 
Nat Pierce, about the 14th bar of the 
piano chorus. Did you hear that little 
lag? And for Count to lag! It was 
nice . . . Always good to hear a male 
jazz vocalist—Tony—doing that kind 
of bit. I’ll give it three stars.

2. Mastersounds. Heidi (World-Pacific). Buddy 
Montgomery, vibes; Richie Crabtree, piano, 
composer.
After weeding out the \ibraphon- 

ists—I’ve heard this group before and 
they call themselves the Somethings 
—a quartet—rhythm section and 
vibes . . . The vibraphonist’s touch 
is nice and light, fluid . . . But I 
forget the name of the group. It’s a 
nice tune, and it’s recorded well. 
I don t know whether they were try
ing to get any excitement across. 
For a ballad I'd say about three stars.

3. Benny Golson. Calgary (United Artists). Lee 
Morgan, trumpet; Philly Joe Jones, drums; 
Golson, tenor,- Ray Bryant, piano; Percy 
Heath, bass.
Yeah! . . . That’s jazz! ... I was 

stymied for a while. The trumpet 
. . . I’d say, “Was it Clifford or 
wasn’t it Clifford?” And then when 
I heard the cooking from Max, I’m 
positive it was Max and Clifford. 
That kind of ensemble with trumpet
32 • DOWN BEAT 

davs in Birdland.
1 guess I’m so used to hearing the 

cool sounds, which happen to be my 
taste . . . It’s very stimulating. Just 
because my taste might be a little 
different has nothing to do with the 
musical bit. Give it five stars ... I 
like each soloist’s lines.

4. Terry Gibbs. Blues in the Night (Mercury).
If this isn't Terry Gibbs, it's some

body who loves Terry’s work. I've 
never heard Terry use mallets like 
that—that’s urhy I can’t think that it 
could be Terry. The sax section 
sounded as if they rehearsed before 
the date. It was good—but a little 
trouble with intonation once in a 
while.

The vibes pickup wasn’t too good 
—kind of tinny. Maybe that's what 
they wanted, but to me it was harsh 
I don’t know who else would be 
influenced by Terry except myself— 
after working with Terry for so many 
years. Was it me? No, I ni kidding 
. . . I 11 give it about three stars.

driving, swinging, and yet it’s simple. 
I like the line ... I think you can 
be funky and swing. This is my 
taste . . . The vibes are close to Mik 
. . Maybe it’s Milt sitting in—maybe 
the trumpet is Miles. The drums 
were cooking—a lot of cooking—and 
that would be Philly or Max.

It was swinging. Because of the 
tune I’d say five, but because of the 
overcooking and a little too driving. 
I’ll sav four.

6 Champion Jack Dupree. T. 8. Blues (Atlantic).
1 don’t know how to rate these 

things because I haven't been listen
ing to these kinds of sides. It’s unre
hearsed-just get together and con
glomeration . . . For the respect ol 
the blues era and shouting singers, 
I ll give it a couple of stars. This 
isn’t my cup of tea.

7. Lem Winchester. Joy Spring (Argo). Win
chester, vibes; El Dee Young, bass.
Five stars . . . Ten stars! Every

thing is right on this .. . The record
ing is perfect, the vibes pickup is 
perfect. All the soloists’ presence and 
the theme—beautiful. It’s cut so 
clean. Milt is my daddy, and my 
hat’s off to that bass. I’m sure it was 
Percy Heath, too; he did a beautiful 
job. Am I right, Len, I hope?

fui. I very seldom hear stereo when 
I’m listening to stereo. It’s just that 
I’ve listened to speakers like this 
called stereo—two amps—and I used 
to shake my head “no,” because it 
never came out that way. But this 
had a good pickup. Is that Capitol'

George Shearing in my estimation 
has always been and still is the mas
ter of smart, polite jazz, and there’s 
nothing wrong with that. I’ve ad
mired him for it. When I was with 
him, I got a lot from George . . . 
He gave me taste.

The tune itself is very nice . . . 
1 m glad to see that George is letting 
the drummer use cymbals now. The 
drums were very tasty. The vibra
phone and guitar bits were very 
good I'm going to give it five stars.
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By Leonard Feather
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ries of the night Clifford Brown got 
killed. We were playing in Cleve
land, and J. J. Johnson brought us

George Shearing. Little Niles (Capitol). 
Shearing, piano; Emil Richards, vibes; Randy 
Weston, composer.
This happens to be a tune I like

Lem Winchester. Joy Spring (Argo). Win
chester, vibes; Ramsey lewis, piano; El Dee 
Young, bass; Clifford Brown, composer.
This tune brings back sail memo-
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Milt Jackson

Otiginally familiar to 52nd Streeters as one of the first mem- 
b< i s oi the bebop elite and a Dizzy Gillespie sideman in the 
niid-HHOs, Milt Jackson went through a slow evolution, working 
xxiih various combos, such as Thelonious Monk’s and Tadd 
Dameron’s, as well as with Woody Herman in 1919-50.

kfter two years back with Gillespie, he began to emerge as 
a substantially different personality from the bopper of the 
previous decade. Since 1953, his has been the gentle and subtle 
dominant sound of the Modern Jazz Quartet. His general musi
cal opinions, however, have altered little, as the comments 
below may show.

The records played for Jackson were the same as those heard 
bv Don Elliott for The Blindfold Test. Milt knew nothing of 
this double-exposure deal, nor anything else about the records 
played.
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The Records
1. Count Basie/Tony Bennett. Jeepert Creepert 

(Roulette).
It sounds like one of the records 

that Tony Bennett made with the 
Count Basie band . . . Very nice 
record and very nice background, 
but Tony Bennett is more of a com
mercial singer than a jazz singer. I 
think it’s the promoters’ fault. When 
they begin to make plans to do things 
like this, they should get things that 
are more closely related . .. But they 
think in terms of commercial and 
financial success.

I’d give the background four stars 
and Tony three. It could have been 
done in a much better iashion.
2. Maslersounds. Heidi (World Pacific). Richie 

Crabtree, composer, piano; Buddy Mont
gomery, vibes.
It sounds like Cal Tjader . . . He’s 

one of my favorite vibraphone play
ers .. . Very nice composition. Very 
good piano, but 1 don’t know who 
it could be. It wasn’t a style you 
could easily identify. That’s good for 
about four stars. That vibes style 
isn’t like mine—it isn’t like the things 
I do. Cal has a very distinctive style, 
and to me it’s pretty easy to dis
tinguish.
3. Benny Golson. Calgary (United Artists). 

Golson, tenor; Lee Morgan, trumpet; Philly 
Joe Jones, drums.
This one sounded like Brownie’s 

trumpet. I’m quite sure that was 
Benny Golson playing tenor, and it 
sounded like Philly Joe on drums. 
I can’t identify the rest of the group 
. . . Very nice record.

This is more or less what most 
musicians use now as a standard 
small group — sax, trumpet, and 
rhythm section. That was very well 
put together . . . There’s always a 
leeling I get when I hear a record 
like this—there’s no hesitation in it. 

John (Lewis of the Modern Jazz 
Quartet) has ideas of making the 
music we do as refined as possible for 
commercial use, because it keeps us 
from having to go into a definite 
commercial-type field. All music has 
to have some kind of feeling for me. 
I’d rate this five stars.
4. Terry Gibbs. Bluet in the Night (Mercury). 

Gibbs, vibes; Manny Albam arranger.
The arrangement on this was very 

nice. One of the previous records 
featuring a vibraphone — the Cal 
Tjader one—had a melody that was 
similar to the verse on this particu
lar tune . . . This could be either 
Victor Feldman or Dave Pike. It 
would be hard for me to guess which 
one it was. Very nice background on 
this—very relaxed. I ll give it four 
stars.
5. Shelly Manne. The Floater (from Peter Gunn, 

stereo).
I didn’t recognize any of the mu

sicians on that, but it sounded like 
some of the fellows I heard on the 
west coast. I really can't say what it 
is that makes it sound different . . . 
A lot of musicians they call west 
coast musicians are from the east . . . 
But it’s the environment, I guess.

It also has to do witli the part of 
the country you come from. They 
have a particular style that material
izes, and I don’t know how it hap
pens. For me, I'm more oi less able 
to distinguish it. I didn’t like this 
too well. Two stars.
6. Champion Jack Dupree. T. B Bluet (At

lantic).
It sounds something like Lead- 

belly or that blues singer who sings 
Goin’ Down Slow. It’s a traditional 
record, and I like most of those 
things. That's where 1 got most of 
my background . . . Ray Charles and 
most of the things he is doing now
it's what we used to hear in church

double blindfold

like all good traditional mucic . .

every Sunday. It’s a revised gospel 
music.

1'11 give this four stars because I 
like all good traditional music. The 
background was nice for this par
ticular thing. It wouldn't sound very 
good with J. J. or that type music, 
but it fits this.

terribly sad night. , .
Well, I think that’s either Victor 

Feldman or Buddy Montgomery, but 
the bass is not a Fender, which Monk 
Montgomery usually plays. It's hard 
to tell who that is, but whoever it is 
he’s pretty good—not spectacular, but 
it’s a good record. The very last solo 
of the piano 1 liked ... I didn’t 
recognize who it was. 1’11 give it three 
stars.

and recognize—Little Niles, written 
by Randy Weston. It sounded like it 
might have been Randy on piano, 
too . . . This may be a combination 
of Randy Weston and Lem Win
chester. It was very well put together 
for a waltz tune . . . It’s hard to play 
something interesting and maintain 
a jazz feeling in waltz tempo.

I think this is one of the best— 
possibly because I like and know the 
piece. Max Roach’s group did some
thing with waltzes, and a couple of 
other people did, too. This was sort 
of a fad ... 1 didn't like it too well, 
but I like this one. I’ll give it four 
stars.
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Calm and collected. This was the 
best brief description loi the second 
alLCanadian Timex jazz show, pro-

swinging Rhx thin n-ning,

sonili 
crew 
band

■mgei Phyllis Marshall

McKay quartet took over. Although 
the clarinetist-leader stems back to

bonisi Rob MacConnell belongs ic 
tin modern school, they managed u 
produce some pleasant ensemble if 
iecls. Much moie compatible, how

on baritone horn, trumpet and trom- 
Ixme—was both aurally and visualh

ever, was MiK. 
with Rob at

band assembled from across Canada 
(mostly Toronto, Vancouver and 
Montreal) but also offered six small 
gloups and two singers.

Slat of the show was onetime 
Montrealer Maynard Ferguson, who

CANADIAN TIMEX 

TV SHOW

Slide Hampton and Ernie Wilkins, 
and Toronto's Ed Kai am and Jem 
Toth. Most of the time it managed 
to generate almost as much flam
buoyant excitement as the Ferguson 
new, with solos to match. Maynard's

studios ol the Canadian Broadcast
ing Corp, last month.

Xkhough the term did not com
pletely hl the music—which ranged 
from Dixieland to big-band jazz— 
ihe produetion was presented nt an 
orderly fashion that viewers found 
refreshing alter the dose-to-hysteri 
cal jamborees sponsored by Xmeri- 
can Timex. Indeed, the show was 
rated much superior to the first 
Canadian Timex show, aired last 
February. That program, like its 
Xmerican counterparts, suffered from 
i plethora ol musicians, (although, 
it did not include the inevitable 
jam session finale) and some pre
tentious camera work.

But Timex’s second Canadian ef
fort. thanks to producer Jim Guthro 
— a former musician himself —and 
director Bill Davis, was a photo

il that most ol the time the viewei 
was able lo forget that most ol the 
musicians, with some exceptions, are 
not strikingly original. Xmerican 
jazz is still a powerful influence.

Outstanding camera work, with 
some excellent close-ups and appro
priate low key lighting moved the

live blues sequence. Unloriunauh 
though, Miss Marshall anil the pio- 
grams second vocalist, Patti Lewis- 
two very attractive young women— 
have been too long a part oi the 
studio world to emerge overnight 
as genuine jazz singers. Picloiialh. 
they were a tremendous asset

Perhaps the most striking feature 
ol ilw show was the wonderful coni- 
j>etence ol the musicians, exempli
fied in thi modern jazz of the Chi is 
(»age tiio of Vancouver and tin 
Steve Garrick octet of Montreal: 
the Studio Dixieland jazz of the 
Lance Harrison sextet, the composi 
lional jazz ol the Ron Collier quin 
tet or the free swinging modern jazz 
of the Moe Kollman quartet who. 
thanks io Moe (doubling on alio 
sax anil flute) and his guitarist. Eil 
Bickert, blew some of the best solos 
ol thi night on a new Koffman item 
called Time Piece.

ft is reported the sponsorers aie 
so pleased with this show that they ’I 
be backing a third program in Sep
tember. Helen McNamara

PRECISION BUILT

STU MARTIN

Chicago 14, IIISLINGERLAND DRUM CO Belden Ave1325

Check with your dealer and let him 
show you the many advantages that 
only SLINGERLAND offers over all 
others.

Stu is a 21 year old drummer with 
exceptional talent and versatility that 
has already been the property of such 
famous names as Elliot Lawrence, 
Boyd Raeburn, Les Elgart and Lee 
Castle (Fabulous Dorsey Band). It’s 
obvious his conception is that of the 
‘‘modern school”. Stu’s ideas regard
ing his drum equipment are equally as 
modern — 100% SLINGERLAND.
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JCE DARENSBOURG'S DIXIE FLYERS 
JAZZVILLE HOLLYWOOD

Personnel: Joe Darensbourg, clari
net Hike Del ay. trumpet: Roy Brener, 
trombone; Harvey Brooks, pi mo: 
Cli ick Hamilton, bass; George Vann, 
drum«.

I or many years, the west coast has 
be n more noted as a haven for 
Dixieland bands than even as the 
birthplace of the record company 
in-, >ired label "west coast jazz Los 
Xngelcs has been home foi the two- 
bc.it groups of Red Nichols, Teddy 
Buckner, Kid Ory, Pete Daily, and 
|oc Darensbourg, to list but a few 
groups of the Dixie stripe.

It is no exaggeration to state that 
in today’s general jazz famine in 
southern California, Darensbourg's 
crew is the most vigorous Dixieland 
band in the area.

Thanks mainly to trumpeter De
I iv s block busting solo and ensem
ble work, the New Oilcans veteran’s 
sextet exhibits an exuberance and 
enthusiasm, as well as a high stand 
arel ol jazz musicianship, that 
should boost it into the top league 
on the Dixie circuit.

Romping through sets that in
cluded such chestnuts as Bill Baily, 
II on't ) on Please Come Home? and 
South Rampart Street Parade, as well 
as Yellow Dog Blues and The Mar

tinique, Joe s gang did ample justice 
to the material. Drummer \ an and 
bassist Hamilton, moreover, demon
strate a distinct talent for handling 
vocal chores ranging from Hamil
ton’s rendition of Sister Kate to 
Vann’s earthy blues shouting.

Darensbourg remains one ol the 
outstanding clarinetists ol the New 
Orleans school, and trombonist 
Brewer is an ideal slide man

Gloria Lynne — Dave Pell Octet 
Jazz-Seville, Hollywood

Personnel: Miss Lynne, solo vocals. 
Dave Pell, tenor; Kay Linn, trumpet; 
Bob Enevoldsen, valve trombone: Bill 
Hood, barilone; Tommy Tedesco, gui
tar; Bob Florence, piano; Bob Whit
lock, bass: Frank (.app, drums.

Alter a single healing ol newcomer 
Gloria Lynne one is immediately 
impressed by the striking fact that 
here is a fresh vocal talent with an 
undoubted bright future in show 
business.

On her first trip to the west coast, 
however, it was painfully evident 
from the low attendance «it Jazz- 
Seville that while Miss I a nue might 
be musically ready lot Hollywood, 
Hollywood is not vet reach for her. 
Significant, however, were the unre
strained enthusiasm of those who did 
come to heai her and the hearty 
applause accorded the singer at the 
close ol each of hei too-short sets.

On the night caught, Miss I nine 
ran through an up 1 Got Rhythm, 
an embroidered Tis Autumn, a 
medium up lune followed by a 
similarly tempoed How about You? 
Hei closer was a "New York med
ley,” (special material encompassing 
Autumn in Nezu York, Manhattan, 
etc.,) with strong impact.

\\ hile there are definite touches 
of Sarah Vaughan and Carmen Mc
Rae in Miss Lynne’s voice and style, 
there is sufficient individuality in her 
performances to mark her as a com
er. She is a very musicianly singer 
with good time anil imaginative 
phrasing and the* indefinable abilitv 
to capture an audience.

The Dave Pell octet, which 
played for dancing to no dancers, 
performed its customary workman
like job of delivering slickly written 
modern charts interspersed by solos 
all around. Such tunes as Ramblin' 
Wreck from Georgia Tech (Martv 
Paic h arrangement), The IW/v You 
Look Tonight (Bill Holman ar
rangement), The Iowa Corn Song 
(John T. Williams arrangement) 
and Bill Holman’s very good ar- 
ragement of I oz>e Me Or Leaz<e Me. 
benefited mainly by the solo work ol 
baritonist Hood, pianist Florence 
and tram man Enevoldsen.

John Tynan
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Ben Riley — drummer with the fascin
ating Gene Rodgers Trio ■$ one-third the 
reason this group is fast rising to notability 
on the modern “jazz scene". Trio work is 
a sensitive manner of playing along with 
spontaneous reactions. Ben has these 
qualifications and much more. Four bar 
breaks . . . fills . . . and extended solos 
are accomplished with considerable ease. 
The ease with which any fine instrumen
talist plays depends largely upon the 
quality and workmanship put into his 
instrument. That is the reason drummers 
today are using and have been using for 
years, SLINGERLAND DRUMS.

See your dealer today. He will be 
happy to show you the many pearl fin
ishes that only SLINGERLAND offers.
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Amplifiers and 

Strings.

GUILD GUITARS, INC. 300 OBSERVER HIGHWAY HOBOKEN, N. J.

Listen to Ludwig for that 
sharp perfection in snare tone...

Many quality features add to the tonal beauty of ludwig snare drums; 
among them . . . the exclusive Snap pi-Wire Snares. Each wire is 

solidly embedded in a plastic snare plate to provide maximum surface 
contact with the drumhead for that sharp, clear, brilliant tone.

Compare the modern tone of Ludwig and hear for yourself why 
ludwig is unquestionably . . . the most famous name on drums!

Ludwig Drum Co. • Makers ot WFL Drums • 1728 North Damen Ave • Chicago 47, III, 
36 • DOWN BEAT

(Continued from Page 8)

ciponte on piano . . . You can throw 
a stone between the homes of Louis 
Armstrong and Dizzy Gillespie on 
Long Island. They can hear eat h 
other practice . . . The jazz pi ty 
Stella Holt intends to produce this 
fall has been retitled Ballad of J< 
Street. It was formerly to bt calk d 
Jam Session, which is the title oi a 
1944 movie featuring Louis Ann- 
strong now making the television 
rounds . . . Erroll Garner recorded 
a sound track for the Charlie Cha|>- 
lin movie from the early silent da\s, 
The Gold Rush. The film is cur
rently having a successful revival . . . 
Otto Preminger announced the 1\- 
rics to the Duke Ellington score lor 
Anatomy of a Murder were sung on 
the sound track by Peggy Lee . , . 
Timme Rosenkrantz, the Danish 
jazz baron, is returning to Copen
hagen in July. Timme's former wile, 
Inez Cavanaugh, is singing blues at 
La Louisiane, a New Orleans type 
of Parisian cafe . . . The 1959 series 
of jazz concerts sponsored by the 
alumni of the Catskill Boys club at 
the New Heidelberg inn in Catskill. 
N.Y., under the supervision of Alex 
Grossman, started off last month 
featuring Rex Stewart, cornet: Gene 
Schroeder, piano, and Mousie Alex
ander, drums . . . Yusef Lateef spent 
a few weeks in New York recently. 
He led a quintet playing Middle 
Eastern jazz on a Monday night at 
the Village Gate and played a week 
in Harlem at Small’s Paradise.

For those on a Red Nichols kick, 
the TV show that started it all, This 
Is Your Life, will be rerun Aug. 5 
. . . Every morning you can hear 
Tyree Glenn, vibraphone and trom
bone; Tony Aless, piano; Buddy 
Jones, bass; Andy Fitz, clarinet, ami 
Mary Osborne, guitar, on the lack 
Sterling Show on WCBS radio . . . 
Jazz will be represented at the Long 
Island Music festival in Glen Cove 
with a concert by bassist Jack Les- 
berg’s quintet . . . Barry Miles, the 
young drum sensation, is leading his 
own quartet on weekends at the 
Valley View Swing club in Watch
ung, N.J. .. . Don Elliott, the mello
phone-vibes jazzman, is perturbed 
by a rock’n’roll singer on Gone Re< 
ords named Don Elliott, especial!' 
now that jazzman Elliott has gone 
into the pop and novelty record field 
with I’ve Got a Cold Cha Cha . . • 
Leonard Feather in his new paper
back Jazz, has Down Beat poll re
sults compiled from 1942 through 
1958 in the back of the book . . . 
Erroll Garner has renewed his Sol 
Hurok booking contract lor anothei
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Playhouse I Minton's) 

SON GROUP.
Roseland Dance Citv- 

CHIQU1T0 BANDS
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Apollo Theater
9. GOSPEL S 

Busin Street

Root t Waldorf-Astoria)—COUNT

SALVADOR indefinitely.
Villaire Gatt’—Monday jazz concerts pre 

sent, d by PETE I ONG and SYMPHONY

The Celebiity room.

Latin Quarter—ANDREWS SISTERS 
Metropole—Downstairs, afternoons, TONY 

PARENTI and JOHNNIE R YE GROUPS. 
Night», ROY' ELDRIDGE COLEMAN 
HAWKINS. RED ALLEN. BI STER 
BAILEY’ in jam sessions.

Nicks Tavern—BILLY MAXTED's BAND

MESSENGERS until July 19 I HUIS 
UM BUS July 21 21!

Versailles—MORGANA KING with
ols kick 
ill, This

PHILADELPHIA
The big bands ol Woody Herman 

and Stan Kenton broke things up in 
successive weeks at the Red Hill inn,

AHMAD JAMAI TRIO until lulv 15. HI 
LOs. OSCAR PETERSO? Jul’ 15 Aug. 15.

Birdland—CHICO HAMILTON QI INTET 
THE MASTERSOUNDS until lulv 15. 
BUDDY RICH QUINTET. KAi WINDING 
SEXTET lull 15-30

Bon Soir—FELICIA SANDERS. MILT 
KAMEN TH HEE FLAMES indefinit. Iv

Central Plaza — WILLIE (THE LION) 
SMITH. CONRAD JANIS BAND ml 
others in jam sessions on Fridays and 
Saturdays.

Condon's. Eddie -CONDON. MOUSIE ALEX 
ANDER CUTTY CUTSHALI are regulars.

Copacabana FRANKIE VAUGHAN
Dim (Hotel Duane)—JACK DOUGLAS, iu- 

delinitely.
Embers—TEDDY' WILSON TRIO. COOTIE 

WILLIAMS QI ARTET until Aug. 15.
Five Spot—RANDY WESTON QUARTET. 

UAL WALDRON QI ARTET with PEP 
PEIt ADAMS until July 15.

Hall Note—LENNIE TRISTANO with LEE 
KONITZ and AVARNE MARSH until July
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featuring drummer Jimmy Camp
bell, at the Red Hill, then re-formed 
his sextet for a July date at a Miami 
jazz festival . . . Kenton, whose new 
crew features trombonist Jimmy 
Knepper and alto man Charlie Mar
iano. brought in a swinging group 
which has steady bookings until 
Christmas. The band will lose tenor 
man Billy Root, who has decided to 
remain at his home in Philadelphia. 
Singer Irene Kral, married to Ken
ton trumpeter Jimmy Burdette, and 
Japanese pianist Toshiko were fre
quent visitors to the Red Hill dur
ing the Kenton date.

ressive jazz pianist who has recorded 
on Coral. Regent, and Ace, is doing 
well with his Modern Jazz room in 
the heart of Dixieland jazz, New Or
leans ... The success of Red Nichol’s 
life story, The Five Pennies, has in
spired Paramount to buy rights to 
a Jack Teagarden life story.
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JOHN GRAAS

french hornist with major 
symphony orchestras 

including Cleveland and
Indianapolis . . . convert 

to modern jazz and consistent 
winner in jazz polls ...

Decca recording artist... 
symphonic jazz^composer . .

finds only the Olds
Double French Horn meets 

his unusual requirements— 
from Bach to Berigan.

W. BRAMWELL SMITH, JR.

earned his place in the 
front ranks of trumpet 

artists with his Olds . . .
as featured soloist with 

the U. S. Marine Band 
("The President's Own") . . . 

in radio, TV, and films . . .
a star on Golden Crest 

recordings . . . now achieving 
recognition among music 

educators as a fine clinician.
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Personnel of the group

RUBY BRAFF — One of the prominent 
stars who play Besson brasses

You won’t believe it, but there is a 
difference' We’ll say no more — bul 
ask you to try a set for 5 minutes 
at your favorite dealer’s Write for 
free 60-page Rogers drum catalog.

Rugers drums

THE REEDS THAT 
“BLOW EASY”

Clarinet, Alto Sax Tenor Sax 
— Rico Reeds come accurately 
graded At Music Dealers 
everywhere’

RICO PRODUCTS
155 North La Brea
Hollywood 36, 
California

DRUMMERS!
have you tried 

✓ ; the new 
Al ROGERS 
& DRUMS?

over the fact thatment was upset 
Dakota sang a
show, although she was

J. J. Johnson plays with 
‘the Confidence of Kings 

try a KING at your dealer's 
THE H N WHITE CO.
5225 SUPERIOR AVE. Ml.If
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 1

FOR 
PLAYABILITY 

-SAY

Belafonte is in for a week Aug. 10-23 
. . . Due to the popularity of the 
Charlie Byrd trio, the Showboat 
Lounge, a tiny cellar club where the 
guitarist draws SRO crowds, will be 
enlarged this summer. The air-con
ditioning system will be improved,

FIRST CHOICE 
OF MEN WHO 

KNOW BRASS!
Frank Holton * Co,, Elkhorn, Wii. 
Trumpets in Bb, C ond D ♦ Cornell 
Tenor and Bass Trombones • French 
Horns * Harmony Brass • Saxophones

traction at the night club because 
of her big’salary . . . The SS Penn
sylvania sailed down the Delaware 
with Ray. Charles and his group 
playing for the area’s first jazz cruise.

with jazz singers Ella Fitzgerald and 
June Christy in the past, was dis
appointed at the poor showing of 
Dakota Staton, whose records are 
hot in town. Crowds were sparse 
throughout her date. The manage-

currently at the Blue Bird Inn: La
mont Hamilton, tenor: Hugh Law
son, piano: Beans Richardson, bass, 
and Roy Brooks.

Art Blakey and his Jazz Messen
gers were in for 10 days at the Bohe
mian Club . Duke Ellington, Stan 
Kenton. Sarah Vaughan and Sain 
C ooke featured in a recent concert at 
the Ford Auditorium . . . Pianist Otis 
(Bu Bu) Turner now at the Para-

W ASHINGTON
Billy Butterfield, now living tn 

southern Virginia, has played recent 
dates at Club Waldorf in nearby 
Waldorf, Maryland . Ella Fitz
gerald, backed by Oscar Peterson 
and Nelson Riddfe, sang under the 
stars for a week in late June at the 
Cartel Barron Amphitheater in Rock 
Creek Park. Ahmad Jamal and Da
kota Staton were on the Amphi
theater’s bill July 13-19. The show

was the Lotus, where Sammy Davis 
Jr. appeared recently . . . Sonny Stitt 
was at the Caverns in lune. . . .

Tenor saxist Yusef Lateef left the 
Club 12 Show bar (formerly Klein’s 
Show bar) after three years there, 
took his group to New York for re
cording dates with Prestige and 
Savoy. A trio led by pianist Evans 
Bradshaw is the new band at Club 12 
. . . Harpist Dorothy Ashbv con
tinues in the Wal-Ha Room of the 
Garfield Hotel with Wiley Thomp
son. flute: Herman Wright, bass, and

Pierson is current in the Blue Note 
of the Capri-Plaza, with Barry Har
ris on piano and Ras McKinney on 
bass . . . Pianist Chuck Robinette is 
at Smitty’s Candlelight Room.

SEND FOR

OF

THE HARMONT CO . 3633 S. RACINE AVE., CHICAGO 9. HL.

DANCE ORCHESTRATIONS

MUSICAL SUPPLY, Inc
Dept DB 113 W 48 St New York 36 N Y

GUITARS 
ELECTRICS 
AMPLIFIERS 
MANDOLINS 
BANJOS 
UKULELES ’ •
And . hoose your 
Harmony Instrument at 
your favorite music

COMBO ORKS • Musical Supplies
For Free Catalog Write to:
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MONTREAL
Canadian IV and radio singer

Vaughan’s Queen Elizabeth hotel 
band has returned from New York,

FOR THOSE WHO INSIST ON QUALITY... AS WE DO

Herbie Spanier has played trum
pet at several ol the I ittle Vienna 
restaurant weekend sessions recently 

, Art Morrow’s band was one of 
the attractions at a mammoth free 
concert staged at the Forum recently. 
It was held to draw attention to the 
local fund-raising campaign to help 
finance a concert hall project . . .

Xnother jazz dub project bit the 
dust here in June. X lew dreamers 
planned a regular Thursday evening 
session lo lake place at Chez Bozo on 
Crescent St., using guitarist Buck 
Lacombe’s quartet, including accord
ionist Gordie Fleming. Xfter two 
weeks I hey dropped the plan due to 
poor attendance. One reason for 
pom suppoit: pathetic promotion.

The Four Aces played at the

Ramsey’s trio still plays the lounge 
then ... X surprise guest to town 
was Xian Dean, now sporting a new 
Panama record contract. He brought 
copies of his first album for them, 
Music to Bawl By, when he played 
two weeks at the El Morocco. While 
in town, he emceed two successive 
programs ol CBM s Iazz at its Best 
and taped an interview7 to use late

OWE INDUSTRIES 1702 Wayne S«. • Toledo 9, Ohio

University New Oilcans history 
project . . Xrt I lodes doubling w ith 
Bob Scobey at the (.ale Continental, 
and rumor has it thal George Lewis, 
scheduled to come up to Chit ago lor 
a record date, will make a club ap
pearance as well Elsewhere in the 
traditional |azz held, the Red Xrrow 
— which has successfulh featured a

Sonny Stitt, working generally 
through this part of the country, 
played a Sunday concert at the 
Sutherland Lounge. V\ ith him were 
Johnny Griffin and the Waltei Per
kins trio ... a New series oi sessions

tion, with Lil Armstrong,

A superb DeArmond design 
with six individually adjustable 

quarter-inch Alnico magnets 
-Just raise the magnet beneath 

the string to be emphasized 
Nylon end pin prevents cable 

breakage. This is one of our 
finest microphones. Try it- 

t spec ially if you want 
maximum pickup.

i interview various New’ 
musicians lot the Tulane

CAMCO

LISTEN FOR THE ACCENT BEAT AT ITS BEST jetable for

pedal made! See it a 
v our C X X1CO deale

controlled power!
oz. of chrome-plated 
aluminum that fold- 
into one rasv -to-pack
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featuring such 
outstanding artists as

Rowles and bassist Red Mitchell are 
keeping a swinging thing going at 
Sherry’s on the Strip every Sunday 
night . . . Singer Barbara Dane is 
beginning to move at high speed on 
three disparate avenues—folk sing
ing, blues hollering and jazz vocal
izing. In addition, she’s got two new 
albums on their way to the racks, 
one with Earl Hines, Benny Carter. 
Joe Gordon, Herbie Harper, Leroy 
Vinnegar and Shelly Manne; the 
other with Buddy Collettes quintet 
on Omega Disk.

Composer-conductor Elmer Bern
stein signed with Capitol for an un
disclosed term. He’ll record under 
a&r man Dave Cavanaugh .. . Trom
bonist Dick Palmer expanded his 
record promotion business into the 
free-lance field Previously he had 
worked for leading Los Angeles disc

Glazer’s Associated Booking agency 
reportedly was attempting to line up 
eastern club dates for the big, blast
ing crew.

Yet another new big band has 
emerged on the west coast, th.it ol 
Johnnie Cáscales (brother of John
ny Richards) . Cáscales has solid 
backing, he says, plans to showcase 
sidemen Steve White (tenor), Cales- 
tine Daniels (drums), Billy Brooks 
(ex-Gillespie trumpet) and lead 
altoist Bernie Gottlieb tn a top 
southern California location (he 
isn't saying where—yet) and on an 
independent record label.

Worth catching during the sum
mer months are the Sunday aftei 
noon and evening sessions at Santa 
Monica's King’s Surf room by Joe 
Mondragon’s quartet, with “Drag
on” on bass, Richie kamuca on 
tenor, Pete Jolly on piano and Mel

regularly at 
huge dollar

Troni built 
Frumbone 
4 sax s, t 
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Duke Ellington 

Erroll Garner
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DOWN BEAT 205 W. Monroe St, Chicago 6, Illinois
Send 26 issues of DOWN BEAT to me for only 
$7.00. I'll save $2 10 under the local price!

Regularly
Record Reviews • Stereo News •

GARY BERG Quintet 
El LINGTGON .Huy 

Black Orchid—BILLY

LOS ANGELES
[AZZNOTES: When Mel Tonne 

moves into Las Vegas’ Sahara hotel 
in September, it’s probable he max 
take along Terrv Gibbs and a small 
group, according to Gibbs' manager, 
George Greif. Meanwhile, booking 
prospects for the vibist's big band

Chez. Paree—Tin < ROHBY Brother«.
< h.istei MEG MYLES and 1>ON All 

until lulv ti. < ARMEN McRAE and 
NOTRI KAME LETTERMEN lul 7

London House -TEPID WILSON T 
•lulv 14-Allg. 11.

Mister Kellys—MEL TORME and FAX 
WIT. .lun. 22 July 5. MORT SAHL.

Ulm. 5. HAVRES (0
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ARRANGEMENTS
MODERN SEPTET ARRANGEMENTS for trumpet, 

I „bunt, tenor, bary alto, cintimi. B Eber
-, Box 323, East Lansing,Mulligan
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MODERN JAZZ COMPOSED lor any g(o((p (large 
a!' tiansposmg, copying, orchestrating 

»e Rogers, 4474 S. Oakenwald Ave.. Chi
1 - UI

SMALL BANDS!! Smooth, danceable, full sounding 
arrangements voiced for the following: 1 rmnpet. 
All Tenor plus rhythm; Trumpet, Tenor, 
Trombone plus rhythm; Trumpet. Alto. Tenor, 
Trombone plus rhythm Also MEDLEY'S fot 
4 sax s. trumpet, rhythm Arranging Service 24 
Lincoln Ave., Pittsford, New York

FOR SALE
BUFFET CLARINET — Superb instrument not used 

since purchased new. $325. value; $175. or 
b< -t offer. R. Clifton. 1202 N. Broadway St., 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. BI 3-9651.

USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE BREASTED 
SS TUXEDO TROUSERS $4 KALE UNIFORMS, 607 
W ROOSEVELT RD . CHICAGO, III.

JAZZ AND CONCERT woodwinds, brasses World's 
finest at huge savings. YVrite Economy Im
ports. Dept. B, 545 YY'cst 111th Street 2-J, 
New Y’ork 25.

MISCELLANEOUS
BUSINESS CARDS (or Musicians. Free cuts. Sam 

pies Polart Company. 20115 Goulburn Ave.. 
Ihtroit 5, Michigan. 

MUSIC COMPOSED i<>r songs Records made. Send 
lines. Free Examination. Crown Music ( run 
panv. 40-DB West 32nd Street. New Y’ork 
City 1

LEARN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT HOME 
WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 WELLS ST , 
LAFAYETTE. INDIANA

WRITE SONGS?? Read "Songwriter's Review" maga
i nt. 1650-DB Broadway. New York 19, 25c 
upv. $2.50 year

SONG WRITERS! Music ('(imposed to vour words, 
end «ords for review Songs arranged, printed, 
recorded, talent furnished. Commercial record- 
small and large quantities from your tape. Low 
cost. Five Star Music Masters, 307 Beacon 
Building, Boston.

25 ^85 PROFESSIONAL COMEDY UNES, PARODIES, 
ROUTINES, SIGHT-BITS. 1800 PAGES' FREE CATA
LOG WRITE: ORBEN PUBLICATIONS, HI I. 
CARPENTER $T„ VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.

SONGWRITERS, protect your ideas! Hold all songs, 
poems! YVrite for safe, correct procedure. 
SONG SERVICE, Dept DB. 333 YVest 56th 
St . New York 19. N. Y’

SWING PIANO—BY MAU. 30 self-teaching lessons 
£*.00; (samples) over fifty publications. Phil 
Breton Publications. P. O. Box 1402. Omaha 
K. Xebr.

RECORDS
FREE CATALOGS. Hard To Get TAZZ Records. J.

Roxe, 211 East 15th St., NYC 3.
WANTED — YY'ill pay $2 5 00 and up for Radio 

Transcription — "THE GUY LOMBARDO 
SHOW”. YY’ant list available. David Kressley. 
C<x>|»ersburg. Penna.

WHERE TO GO
WEST

HOWARD RUM$EY'$ 
lighthouse All-Stars 
THE LIGHTHOUSE 

Hermosa Beach 
Top Modern Jan Names In Concert

SAXONY
JACKETS FOR BANDS, 
CHORUSES B GLEE CLUBS
Shawl cellar, Blazers, Tartans 
Ideal For All Organizations 
Send for Brochure and Stretcher 

SAXONY CLOTHES, 198 CANAL ST., N.Y.C.

Dave Nelson’s personal management 
office.

Jimmie Maddin, new owner of 
the Sundown, suilered a one-night 
setback recently in his Mondas jazz 
sessions when the Red Garland trio 
failed to show up lor the gig at Mad* 
din’s Sunset blvd. sjwit. Otherwise, 
(lie operator is packing 'em in on 
Mondav eves and swears he 11 con
tinue the attractions.

The Si Zentner band, keeping 
busy with dates up and doun the 
coast, added a filth sax lot its Palla
dium gig | tine 20. The extra reed- 
man is now a permanent fixture . . . 
Actor Sal Mineo was an absorbed— 
il awestruck — spectator at Gene 
Krupa’s drum pre-recording sessions 
at Columbia prior to scoring Leith 
Stevens’ his biofilm. Sal. you see. will 
be required to fake Krupa’s wrist
work in the film. Lots o’ luck, fella.

Phonograph recording is at an all- 
time low in Hollywood, according to 
mixers at the major studios. Xnd, so 
far as jazz dates are concerned, activ
ity is just a big nothing . . . But 
Buddy Bregman’s first big swing 
band album is due out imminently 
on the World Pacific label. Listeners 
at the band’s recent Palladium date 
were divided—but very—in opinions 
as to the band's worth.

ix PERSON
BimtI) Cavi-ru—TEDDY Bl'CKNEU band.

Kcehirnt.
CloiKlvr MARY KAYE TRIO. o|x ux July UI. 
loconniit Grove PEARL BAILEY. LOUIS 

BELLSON big band, opening July 15.
I 'reHeelido—FRANCES FAYE, opened June

Hollywood Palladium — I.ES ELGART 
ORCH.. July lu ll. 17 18.

Intime LEROY V1NNEGAR QUARTET. In- 
definitely.

Jazz. Seville MILES DAVIS SEXTET, 
opened July 1.

Jaxzville —JOE DARENSBOURG'S DIXIE 
FLYERS. Imletiniti l.v.

Kevnoter CLAUDE YVILLLYMSON. piano: 
RED KELLY. I>hhh KeHident.

King’s Surf (Santa Monica) — BETTY’ 
BRYANT TRIO. Indefinitely.
JOE MONDRAGON QUARTET. Sundays 
only.

Lighthouse (Hermosa Bench) HOWARD 
RUMSEY S LIGHTHOUSE ALL STARS. 
Resident.

Red Barrel I Lakewood) — DUTCH PONS 
AND THE PACERS. Resident.

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium DUKES OF 
DIXIELAND, July 111 (Sunday afternoon) 
only.

Sherris PETE JOLLY, piano: RALPH 
PENA. bass. Resident.

The Lamp—LES McCANN TRIO: GENE Mr 
DANIELS, vocals. Resident.

The Village JOHN ANDERSON ORCH.. 
Monday nights only.

SAN FRANCISCO
JAZZNOTES: Lots of musicians 

dropped by the Blue Mirror during 
T-Bone Walker’s June run there to 
pay their respects to the pioneer 
guitarist. Included were Dizzy Gil
lespie (who sat in), Miles Davis, 
Cannonball Adderley, and singer

FREE CHORD CHART For All Instruments ~~|

* Send For Yours Today! • 
FOR All INSTRUMENTS

506—STUART MUSICAL SLIDERULE. Four sepa 
rate slide rules give all chords, transpo- 
sition and scales at a glance Also 14 
choices of harmonizing any melody note 
Complete

523—SELF INSTRUCTION IN HARMONY $1.50 
499—HOW TO CREATE YOUR OWN 1AZZ

CHORUSES 
52—HOW TO HARMONIZE MELODIES 
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS

959—SLIGHT READING TECHNIQUE 
57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC 
16—HOW TO PLAY MODERN JAZZ

365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES. 1728 
two measure jazz phrases to 
chords

modern 
fit all

$1.50 
$1.00 

.50 

.50 

.50
$1.50

902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES 
371—MODERN BLUES STYLES 
372—NEW STYLE AD-LIB SOLOS 
47—IMPROVISING and HOT PLAYING.

$1.00 
.50 
.75 

$1.25

Hundreds of improvisation patterns shown
on all chords

58—BASS IMPROVISING BT CHORDS 
498—PLAYING BY CHORDS
501—LESSONS IN AD LIB PLAYING 
997—HOW TO TRANSPOSE AT SIGHT
524—ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS

$1.00
50 

.50 
$1.00 
$1.50 
$1.50

FOR PIANO
528—SELF -INSTRUCTION IN POPULAR PIANO.

Complete Beginners Course J
910—1.500 CHORD PROGRESSIONS. All the

chords used in popular mus:c
940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARD

Exciting different harmonizations
376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS 

PIANO
80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE

HITS.
$1.00

FOR

88—MODERN BLOCK CHORD PROGRES
SIONS. Examples and exercises

49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS
904—ASCENDING PIANO RUNS

66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO HARMONIZATIONS

$1.00 
$1.00

354—MODERN CHORD APPLICATION. How la 
use fourth chords 9th. 11th and 13th 
chords in modern jazz piano styling

364—LEFT HANO IDEAS FOR MODERN
PIANIST and how to apply them 

353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS. Ad lib 
jazz phrases Io fit the most used chord 
progressions 

980—MODERN JAZZ ACCOMPANIMEN' 
64—NEW CHORD STRUCTURES 

907—HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONGS 
10—MODERN PIANO RUNS. 180 Professional 

runs on all chords 1 $1.00

FOR GUITAR
500—WALKING BASS FOR GUITAR
344—11TH CHORDS FOR GUITAR
503—CHORD ROUTINES. The most used chord 

sequences as found in all popular music. 
The "Formula" at all chord progres
sions .............................................

362—GUITAR RUNS
353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS
42—GUITAR CHORDS, in diagram 1

982—GUITAR INTRODUCTIONS
367—UNUSUAL CHORD POSITIONS
346—OCTAVE UNISON STYLIZING FOR GUI 

TAR. Modern double and triple string 
solo technique and how In apply it

.75
50 

$1.25
Ml 
75

Minimum Order $1.00 Money Back Guarantee 

| FREE CATALOG | PLEASE ORDER BV NUMBER

WALTER STUART music studio ine.
Box 805 F Union, New Jersey

AMERICAN R
TOP QUALITY

a^hioI
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Hey Frank some guy
out here wants to

know if the sessions ■IORDAN. CEDAR WALTON. AL HEATH
DoBREST until July

still on
ED SHERMAN

$1.50to modern Jazz

$2.00big book. PLAYABLE BY ANY COMBO

$1.50the» Progresriom. For all musician«
only $1.50Standard« . .

essential the
$1.50 each

Play and hear the drum ports! $2.50 only $1.50in one big book $1.50greatest recordings

You (
$3.00

60 B

42 DOWN BEAT

progressions 
musician

SUPER SOUNDS SIMPLIFIED Dr Deutsch's system 
of applying Hindemith, Schoenberg, and Schillinger

"Blues" 
modern

El Dorado, 
Ql ARTET indelinitel)

MILT HINTON and OSCAR PETTIFORD Great Jazz 
lines for String Bass. Fresh new ideas for the 
modern bass men. Vol. 1 4 Vol. 2. .. $1.50 each 
23 ORIGINALS BY GERRY MULLIGAN. For small 
Combos exactly as he recorded them. All in one

Blacklu: wk—< 
HEWITT.

MODERN PIZZICATO STRING BASS: 01 RECT ap
proach to Jazz lines for Blues, Progressions, Im
provisation, Speed, etc. Create a perfect Bass

Ruth Your Order — a post card will do 
Foreign orders given immediate attention.

Postage paid on prepaid orders

CHAS. PARKER’S BEBOP SOLOS FOR ALTO SAX— 
exciting new sounds: a must for alto men. Jazz 
in the Parker tradition...................................$1.25

SCHEDULED DRUM WARM-UP: By SAM ULANO.
For the Drummer with a limited time for study.
Will enable you to play the most exacting drum 

.....................................................$1.50
SEND FOR FREE LIST—C O. D. Service on Two

line. Complete course.
Books or More

Friday an«l Saturday only 
he C.-llar—PONY 
BILL WIES.IAH.N.

On The Levin*—KID ORY indoli nltoly 
Pier 2.1— BI RT BALES indefinitely.

IN PERSON
-HARRY (THE HIPS I Elu

TJADER, with LONNIE 
USO SANTAMARIA Al.

angover—EARL HINES, with 
SPANIER. DARNEL1 HOWARD. 
AHITIEY. POPS FOSTI 
KINS indefinitely ; JOF

—Theory made easyl Learn Popular, Modern, 
Chromatic, Deceptive, Substitute and

THE GREATEST NAMES IN JAZZ WILL HELP YOU BE A MODERNIST!
LENNIE TRISTANO: JAZZ LINES. First examples 
for his dazzling piano magic, an absolute must 
for all pianists.................  $2.00
BUD POWELL: The amazing artistry of this great 
Pianist. All solos as recorded. First time avail
able. Vol. I & II. $1.50 each
NEW DIRECTIONS IN JAZZ PIANO—Page after 
page of interesting harmonic innovations, new 
styles and techniques to give fresh, modern ideas 
to the pianist................................................... $1.50
INNOVATIONS IN FULL CHORD TECHNIQUE— 
This complete book illustrates how Brubeck, 
Shearing, Tristano use the full chord technique 
—parallel, block, whole tone, minor.... $1.50 
GEORGE SHEARING PLAYS LEONARD FEATHER 
From the latest recordings by this Giant of Jazz 
come these ultra modern Jazz stylings in Pro
gressive Jazz for Piano..............................  .$1.50
THELONIOUS MONK PIANO ORIGINALS—The first 
written examples of this genius' improvising and 
chord sequences. From his latest recording $1.50 
HAL SCHAEFER IN THE JAZZ WORK SHOP 
—6 brilliant piano transcriptions direct from 
his new RCA Victor Album.........................   . .$1.25
CHORDS AND PROGRESSIONS. VOLUME 1 & 2.

DAVE BRUBECK'S PIANO WORKS — transcribed 
from his latest recordings so you can play them 

The first printed examples of the Brubeck 
creative stylo and improvisations—Volumes I 
ond 11...................................................... $2.00 each
HOW TO IMPROVISE^Complete control of the 
subtle sounds is yours in everything you play from 
Dixieland to Latin for all instruments..........$1.50 
SHELLY MANNE DRUM FOLIO: Original drum parts 
os written and ployed by Shelly. His special re
cording free, loaded with new ideas & technics 

Billy Daniels . . . Red Garland and 
Miles Davis reunited briefly at the 
Blackhawk one recent evening while 
Wynton Kelly took a breather. Red 
drew so well at the Jazz Workshop 
that the club added his trio to J. J. 
Johnson’s quintet to make a double 
bill, after which Garland will hold 
foi th for another three weeks on his 
own.

A big folk festival on U. of C. 
Berkeley campus June 21-28 fea
tured Pete Seeger, Alan Lomax, 
Jimmy Driftwood, Sam Hinton, 
Jesse Fuller and Merritt Herring, as 
well as five workshops and various 
discussion groups . . . Dave Brubeck 
is looking for a producer for the 
show he and his wife have written... 
A well-known local record firm is 
talking about a Cannonball Sings al
bum . . . The very talented young 
trumpet player Stan Foster has been 
working with a trio off and on at the 
Backstage . . . Jazz writer Ralph 
Gleason counts 23 newspapers now 
carrying his columns . . . After long 
stints in Nevada, Turk Murphy de
parted for Detroit in late June, after 
which the trombonist and his crew 
go to New York.

Phil Elwood, KPFA disc jockey, 
presented “an afternoon of jazz” in 
conjunction with the Contemporary

JOHNNY SMITH'S AID TO TECHNIC—This great 
Guitarist shows how to acquire dexterity, speed 
and complete control of the fingerboard.. .$1.50 
JOHNNY SMITH GUITAR INTERPRETATIONS 
Take your pick, but you must know the modern 
guitar sounds. This book shows you how. Vols.
I and II................................................... $1.50 each
CHARLIE CHRISTIAN: HARLEM JAZZ. The only 
Ad Lib solos, riffs and single string choruses by 
this great Jazz Guitarist. Will help you formulate 
a style in the Jazz idiom.............. .. . .only $1.50
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHORDS — A reference book 
with over 1000 chords used in modern music. 
Every musician needs one..........................   .$1.50

MODERN JAZZ: How to play the new Jazz styling. 
Every phase covered. All instruments........ .$1.50 
A COURSE IN MODERN HARMONY — Begins 
where old fashioned books end . . . basic 
foundation for the study of arranging.... .$1.50 
AD-LIB—Basic instruction in the art of creating 
AD LIB choruses. TAKE-OFFS and improvising. 
Includes ANALYZED AD LIB Choruses on 24 

190 MODERN JAZZ PASSAGES: Examples of mod
em Jazz ad-lib styling as used by the great 
jazz stars. Name your instrument...............$1.50
SHORTY ROGERS* SKETCH-ORKS: 13 Originals for 
small combos exactly as recorded. Designed for 
any small group.......... $1.50
MILES DAVIS SKETCH ORKS: 10 Originals for 
small combos exactly as recorded. Playable by 
any small group combo.............. ... .. . .Only $1.50
TONY scon WAILS: REAL JAZZ for Clarinet by 
this new sensation. A new concept in modern 
¡azz for all clarinetists. Vol. I & II..$1.50 each 
ROCK AND ROLL SKETCH-ORKS: 12 Swinging 
Originals for small combos—ail instruments. All 

Dancers foundation "Liveh \us" 
festival on July 5 . . . Judy Garland 
will be at the Opera House foi || 
nights starting July I ... The new 
all-jazz FM station, KJAZ, will < trrv 
a show called Jazz with Fai her 
O’Connor and a sports car prog i am 
called Concours.

McKIBBON. WILLIE BOBO, until Aug. M 
Bookir T. Washington Hotel — MERLE 

SAI NDERS TRIO indefinitely.
Bop City—After hours sessions, usual! in 

eluding MONTY WATERS. EDDIE 
KHAN. FRANK HAYNES. OLE < ALE

indelinii.i,

izz Workshop—RED 
with DOI ti WATKIÎ

HA Ri

IKKI.

«. AH

Korusono Club. San Jon«*—EL DORAIm 
JAZZ BAND. Thurnday and Saturday only. 
indrfinitelv.

Kewpie Doll—MARTY MARSALA Latnrink 
VINCE CATTOLICA. indefinitely.

Mr. Sinith n—Local talent: recent attrin tioiis 
have inelnded II DY TRISTANO and VIR

27 ORIGINALS BY JIMMY GIUFFRE. For small 
Combos as he recorded them. Designed for any 
small group. All in one big book.... .Only $2.00 
24 ORIGINALS BY PETE RUGOLO Designed for 
and playable by any combo. First time available. 
Real professional material......................     $2.00
20 ORIGINALS BY ARIF MARDIN Designed for 
all small combos. Melody, counter melody, bass 
lines, rhythm etc. Ultra modern Jazz.... $2.00 
STAN GETZ: Tenor Sax Jazz. From his fabulous 
recordings come these greatest of ail modern 
improvisations and jazz linos....... Only $1.50 
ZOOT SIMS PRESENTS: THE ART OF JAZZ. Includes 
the only written examples of his exciting Impro
visations and Ad Lib choruses...................... $1.50
1500 CHORD PROGRESSIONS: For a better technic 
in AD LIB ploying—Improvise ¡azz passages on

CHARLIE PARKER'S YARDBIRD ORIGINALS
Any alto sax man can take off on these original 
solos and ad-lib exactly as Porker.......... .$1.50
LEE KONITZ: JAZZ LINES. Exciting Alto Sax im 
provisations from his latest recordings. With 
instructions on acquiring the new Jazz.. . . $1.50
SONNY ROLLINS* FREEDOM SUITE: Great Tenor 
Sax ¡azz lines, new exciting jazz from his newest 
Riverside recording ..........................................$1.50
LEARN TO WRITE PROGRESSIVE SOUNDS—New 
sounds through harmony, melody, 12 tone technic 
and rhythm, plus 6 modern ¡azz works.... .$1.50
THE SOUNDS OF GERRY MULLIGAN: Ultra modern 
swinging Sax solos from this fabulous stylist's

RcmLM dubpdfCo. rochaste»h.n.y.
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For X"xl0" autographed print 
of this picture, send 10c in coin 

to Gretsch, Dept. SP to cover 
handling and mailing.
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JNDS—New 
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Iltro modern 
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. $1.50
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Sonny Payne plays Gretsch Drums

You can too. Try an outfit like Sonny’s or specify your own set at your dealer’s. Write Gretsch, 
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. for thirty-two page Diamond Jubilee drum catalog. Dept. DB69

Sonny’s outfit, finished in "Starlight Sparkle" contains: 24"xl4" bass drum; 13"x9" and 16"xl6" tomtoms; U"x5W snare, 
plus exclusive Gretsch Disappearing Drum Spurs, *4805 All-Height cymbal holders and other accessories shown here.



THE VOICE

CLARA 
MOTION 
“PORGY

IN THE NEW 
PICTURE OF 
AND BESS/'

THE LOVELY AND EXCITING 
DIAHANN CARROLL WHO 

PLAYS THE ROLE OF

BRINGS ALL HER FIRE 
AND CHARM TO THIS 

GREAT AMERICAN SCORE.
THE VERSATILE AND 

BRILLIANT COMPOSER 
AND PIANIST, ANDRE 

PREVIN, WHO IS MUSI
CAL DIRECTOR OF THE 

‘PORGY AND BESS” FILM, 
JOINS DIAHANN, WITH 
HIS TRIO, TO FORM A 

PERFECT BLEND OF 
TALENT.

WAS 
PRODUCED WITH ALL 
THE CARE AND ARTISTRY 
THAT GEORGE GERSHWIN 
DEVOTED TO THE SCORE. 
THIS LIMITED NUMBERED । 
EDITION IS PERFORMED BY 
THE FINEST 19 PIECE 
STUDIO ORCHESTRA EVER 
ASSEMBLED FEATURING 
SOLOISTS:

M0E6PH0NIC4MI 4032 
«^REDPHONIC UAS 5032

waL MAY B 
GRBttEST BIG BAND \Zzl 

ALBUM EVER MAGE.” HIS 
WAS THE ADVANCE C MMEI 
BY OSCAR WINNING A 
PREVIN, WHO WROTE THtl 

MUSICAL NOTES FOR THIS 
MAGNIFICENT ALBUM. THIS 
NEW UNITED ARTISTS LP,

MONOPHONICUAL 4021

STEREOPHONIC-UAS 5021

ORGY»



T&BES


	for the finest sound the top pros play

	TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY YEAR


	music news

	Lively Louis

	Contest Winners

	Byrd's Film

	Ey George Crater


	play this one”

	By John Tynan


	SÒME UkE iTHOT” tea

	•‘The only thing that will draw him out, Dearie, is a Jensen needle.” 
	STUDY

	AT HOME



	Notice to Drummers!

	Enrollment soon closing

	BANDS IN ACTION


	plays a

	MARTIN

	PIANO GUITAR TRUMPET



	KINGSTON TRIO plus GERRY MULLIGAN

	Classified Ads

	3Lc PER WORD—MINIMUM CHARGE 84.50


	SAXONY

	ri


	Sonny Payne plays Gretsch Drums

	You can too. Try an outfit like Sonny’s or specify your own set at your dealer’s. Write Gretsch, 60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. for thirty-two page Diamond Jubilee drum catalog. Dept. DB69





